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CHAPTER I 
TheN has bean a ~ canT1ction in recent. 18aJ."S that the recovo:r;y o£ 
the eaotioDa" 7 111 depends not .... 17 upon &pecitic treatlJ8nt procedures but. 
alJJo on the soc1o-payahol.ogical characteristics ot tbe ~t in which 
the)" aN treated.. &MIral aental hospit.als in this count.rr and abroad lume 
suppJ.eamted their traatafmt ~ nth t'a1l.i.eu thel"BP.Y" (Hain, 1946; 
Jonas, 19SJ; Stanton and Schwart.s, 19$4; Caudill, 19S8; CuIfAj. and C1.UIIdns, 
1962). 
At the same t1ma, scientists in the various disciplines have accepted 
the Dllmtal bo8p1tal as an object of :reaearch. Frca tlwae e.t.f'orts, then has 
been increaa1rlg eVidence tort.bccm1ng to illustrate the 1nter-relatedneas of 
actions in the "hosp:5.tal cOIFII'umty.tf Several writers have shown that inter-
personal rel.atiOl1B, adrId nistrati ve aetiODS and t.h8 coaaunication of such 
occurrences a.ttect t.he Pl"081"Gss of the patieDts (Rapoport, 19,7; Cauclill, 
19S8; Parker, 19S9). 
Ccoeunent with the abow approach haa been a n.,..masi& on socio-
cultural tbe01"7 and the problal of Mntal 1l.l.na •• (Gilltim, 19$$; Ittrwn .. 
19$7; CUIIIId.n& and Cula.i.ng, 1962). llarr.1 Stack Sulli "1m' s in:nuence 18 
apparent (19311. 19.3lB). TodaT mol'8 than ever be.fON, social 8cientistB 
are advocat1ttg a "socio-therapeutic model" of psyeb.othGrapy (CUDning and 
Cumrrd.ng, 1962; Kelman .. 19$8; 1961). Tho val_ of' such an approach h.a8 bean. 
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supported irl the f'inal report. of the Joint Co.maission on 11eDtal IJ.lnes. and 
Health (1961). This report advocates the use of m.ilieu approacbea because 
such approaches U'8 ef.tecti'ftl while at the 15.. tt. quite practical since 
tl1S7 make fewr demands on an al.read;r severe daticit in mental health 
personnel. 
The value of pem.1ss1 wneaa and ~ of cODllNDioation in treating 
adult aoti.rIg...out disordltrs within the contoxt. of the therapeutio connunit7 
haa rece1wd mention in the literature (Jones, 19$3; ~; Rapoport, 19$9; 
Margolis et al, 196.3). 'rhis treat.nt JI.Odel is baaed on the assumption that 
--
personality disorders are in peat pan the reault of adverse ~tal 
c1rcnaetancesJ which pre"*,,t 01" hiD.der parsonalit,. dawlopt8Dt. B.1 toate~ 
cODl!WD.ity _thode of treat.nt it is hoped that the advuw ~t&l 
eftects ma;y be l"8'ftIl1'Hd or neut.JtaUaed, therebT attord:tDs an opportunity tor 
emotional. growth. The Naults of such appfOaChes have baea pneral.l¥ 
favorable. However, systematic methods of ~ ohaop irl irldJ:vidu.ala 
exposed to such tre~ have )let to be dlnel.oped aDd conclusive raaulta aN 
not u ,at torthcCllllini. 
Though dooUlll8Zltation is l1Dd.ted, the JIlON pramisixla results obta1ned in 
the use of therapeutio milieu opproachaa baa been with the so-called acting-
out or pensonalit;y d1sorderfJ (Rapoport, 19601 Tq1or, 1949J JOll8S, 19$3; 
19>71 Bettelldea, 19SO; Recn, l.9S2). Despite this, there is a paucity of 
literature ~ the use of tb1a approach with chJ:toD1o sJ.oohol1cs. 
Concu:rrent with the <le"Nl~ cited abow thel'e hae 'been an increas-
ing ~ of the iDport.ance or the ttbo8pitalimaptt as it refers to the 
views of the .ental hospital. Tb1s image, ill eaaeace, 18 nothins IIlOl'e than a 
.3 
conateUation of att1tudU 'Which various groupe {e.s- patients, fam:l.ly 
DDbe1"8" hospit.al pel"8OIlI'Iel, etc.} have about the mantal hospital. The 
importance of tbue attitudes and eooaequancea for patient 1Ip~t bas 
bean well doe1.ll!8Dted (Braclv' at al, 1.9$9; Klett, 1963 .. Rell'dkof't, 196.3). 
In the f1nal a.naJ.78i8, the att1tude of tb8 pqch1atr1.e patient toward 
the t:reatment mUieu is one of the zaoet 1mport.ant dlltel'Jl1nants of the total 
treatment process. It has been noted that tb8 greater the patient' 8 
idaDt1fieaUon with the treatlllmt m:1.l.1eu, the better his prognos:Ls 
(\1allerate:1Jl., 19$7). 
Again, despite the iq)ortance of the abcmt, thare are relatively few 
stu41es in the l.1terature '&Iil1ch attertpt ~tic&l.lT to raea.aure the 
attitudes of psycb1atric patients toward their t~t lII11ieu. theN are 
even t...,.. which attempt to _asure ~t1calJ.T the attitude8 of chronic 
aJ.cohol1ea toward their tleat.rliemt 1dl.1eu. 
'ft.t.el'e are no atud1ea 1il1ch haft att.avJpted ~al.lT to 1J.maat1gate 
the attitudes ot ch.roDic alcoholics toward a Utrea1:.tJlant cantertt 14dch 
actually approaches the "therapeu.t1e 1111:1_11 IIIOdIl u daf:lned b7 authoritUs 
in the !ield.. 
1hie studT i8 concemed with :tmeatigat1ng the attit.\lt'I88 of alcoholio 
patients toward the alcoholic treatamt cent,er :in wb.1eh t.b87 aN hospital.1lse 
More speci.t1cally, it deals with the ..,1r1cal. de1e1opment of a reliable and 
val1d attitude scale for el:1c:1t1rlg, ~ and ccapar1ni attitudes of 
alcoholics toward the trea~t center in which t.he7 are boap1taUsed. 7he 
goal of the latter was that ot detem.in1ng whether a 8i&n1ficsut change in 
attitude, as _88U1'9d by the attitude scale OCCUl"S as a result ofaxpoeure to 
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a thertlpGutic cOlJlllUllitT t:;pe ot treatm.ent. 
The above l'636arch aims lad to the .tomulat1on of the tollow1rlg 
hypotheses with which tbe present studT is primarUy concerned: 
1. There will be a h1gh correlation between scores obtai.1:led by tba _ ... 
indi viduBl co two halves o:t tba scala. Sp8c1t;Lcally, it the attitude scale 
consist.sof statements udch are int&rdependant. QDd ~ous.. a. high 
coetf'icitmt c! internal consiatenq' 'Will be obtained when tbe scores of 
t'espa1<ients on the even ~ statelllents of the seale aN co:rre1ated with 
the1r scores on the odd mabered stat.6allnts. In the foregoing proposition, 
the corollary that co-variation al1'IODi l"8&ponses is ~ to be related to 
tbe variation or an lmderl.J:i.ng variable, 18 UVlic1.t (GlWll, 19S7). 
2. It the reSGC'Ch ~ 18 a valid _a.suI'e of the alcoholio 
patient's attitudes toward. the treatmant center, then the _an Gcore o! a 
group of patients vbo have bGeu ~ to a therapeut1C cC81Nn1t7 type ot 
hospi~ 81tWltion tor one month should be aigni.f'icarrtJ.¥ bigll8r than. tb.e 
m6an score or the same il"OUP, Obta1tt.e4 ~tely ODG week after o.tki.saion 
It is assuaed, tbm, that the ~ lb1eh tbeae paUmte acOUl11;.er ill 
the tl'eatmant situation Will be f'a:vorabl.e .md win tacilitate changes in 
that d:i.l'ection. In the to~ proposition, tb8 co:rollary that validity-
refers to the wr:teDt to vh1ch the scale Ilflasu;rQS the variable it was 
desipd. to maulU'G, is irapl1cit. 
It was tbou,ht that tllis project would be or value lor B8V8ral r8utJDS. 
It could provide tllOA who a.re wol"k:1n& in alcollOl1c treatment P1'Og1"ams with 
a. reliable and valid inst~ lor asaessins the fav~aa at patients' 
attitudes toward tllllir centers. Bec ... at th~ tacil1tl' and speed ldth which 
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such a scale can be ack1J.ustered and acored, it sbould lUke it possible to 
study and cOl'I.Pare large groups of alcoholic patients. FiDal.ly, the scale mq 
p:rovide resea:r'Ch scientists and acbin1.strators wlth a _ana of det.end.niJls 
the e.t'fecti'V8D8S8 of u.:1.at1ng treatDJant phUoaoplv' and methodology. 
CHAP1'ERn 
There an a number of publications in the literature 'Which relate to the 
present stwtr in a ge.aeral way. Soae of tho_ studies deal. expl1c1t.l.T w1:th 
aUieu ther8p1' and the eJ.cohol1c. Others deal with hospital ~ and the 
attitudes ot alcoholics towa:t'd Jlli8Dtal ho8pit.als. 'l'bue Itudi_. however, 
ditfer trom the presemt one in tel"Jl8 of puJ'pOM, popula.tion studied, 
research deaip or aethodolOQ'. S1noe the Pri.mar:Y .tocua in tb1a dissertation 
w:Ul be OIl the cco.struction and validation of the proposed PS7Cholos1cal 
inatl:"ulllmt, the ohapter td.ll also include literature on attitudes. The 
literature then will be preaen.ted and ~d UDder three general. headinp, 
one dIIa.'l..1ni with milieu therepr and the alcohol1c, another daal.iDg with 
attitude and attituds change and fi.nal13 .. one deal.i.nc with boapital :l.Jaa&e and 
the alcoholic. 
~ 'fher!il ~ ~ Alcoholic 
In the put few ,.ears the tera "a1l.ieu tberapT! haa becarIa ut~ 
popular. Fa hospitala or treatment facilities ..uJ. adIId.t to DOt ~ 
a therapeutic lIllien. SCM treatDalt facilities, tor ~le, state that 
the tr8at_nt glven to their patients is m:U.icm therapy when in tact little 
mora than custodial oare is given. to tba. It is neoessarr then to 
detamine just exact17 what mq be ca1lad a therapeutic DJ.1l.1eu. 
Caaun1t~ _thods or treatlaellt in Jll!Qtal hospitals evolved £rca the wl'k 
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done in England ciuring :10rld \.Jar II at Uor ...hf1eld Ilospital and were applied 
to ciYilian situations by l-taxwell JOllGS and others to _t the .. dB o~ t,reat 
il1g apec1.tic kinds of disorders (Bridpa, 194J,; Jones, 1953). Jones, for 
exmaple, at tha social rehab:.U1tation \Ulit at BGl.m.ont BospitsJ., applied the 
_thods to treating socially uladJusted iDd1viduala 1ilo could not hold d.own 
jobs or Uve w.ltb others 1ft a notmal social _r. It ... t be pointed out, 
however, that the t:Lrat recorded attcuapt at a therapeutic cOJ1lllNllity wu a 
failure. '1'81'lor (1gs8) descr11:'8s the e.ttorts ot Mon and Riclar&aD. Their 
at~ to restructure lortbf1eld Hospit.al az'O\.U!IOd such hostility that tl:l.fq 
were forced to leave. Howe'Mr, the work of Maxwell Jonas and o1:.hera in the 
field ware 80 erlCOuragiq that by 1953 Rioch and stanton had published a re-
view article regard.in& the proads1ng new developments in ra1.l1eu therapy' 
(R1och and Stanton, 1953). 
In spite of the tact that milieu treatment approaches received great 
impetus in the earl1' 1950's, the beg1nn1np of this approach mq be traced to 
Harr;y Stack Sull1V8D (1931). There followed lUIl7 early' exper1D8nts in 
milieu therapy. The Menningera developed what has been called "prescribed 
envi1'O!lDll8nta, tt in whioh attitudes ot atatt and activitiea ot the patient were 
prescribed in tel'lU ot the individual. patient' a pqcho-d;ynamc diagnosis 
(Menn1nger, 1939). 
At Chestnut Lodge, Freida F:r<aa-ReichmaDn carried torward the therapeu-
tic use of ward personnel (1946). Others tollowina in this tradition, 
developed a series of reeeU'Ches into the therapeutic power of the total. 
environment. This work culm1nated in the publication ot !!!! Mental Hospital 
by Allred Stanton and Morris Schwartz (1954). A few 7841"s later, Willlam 
I 
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Caudill contributed two analyses of the effect of culture upon patient care 
(19,8; 1961). Since Caudill's work there have been many additional. publica-
tions on milieu therapy. However, the most significant 'WOrk ot recent years 
has been that of Cumming and Ctmming (1962). 
Throughout. the accumulated development ot theor,y and practice in the 
area of milieu treatment there has been one notable deficiency. Most 
authorities in the tield have been reluctant to consider the possibility tha.t 
the milieu might i tselt bring about specitic changes in the behavior ot 
patients. Maxwell Jones (1953) seems to be the exception. Jones developed 
his theory at the therapeutic community while working with patients diagnosed 
as having sociopathic disorders. He used the total. interpersonal environment 
as his major therapeutic tool. Rapoport (1960) reported in a follow-up study' 
ot patients treated at the social. rehabilitation unit at Belmont Hospital in 
England that 52% ot the people who were in treatment tor almost seven months 
or longer improved a year later. 
Despite the dramatic results reported in utilizing the therapeutic 
milieu with acting-out disorders there have been few who have utilized this 
approach with the chronic alcoholic. Chronic alcoholics are among other 
things, people who have d:U.'ficulty accepting and understanding the etfect ot 
their actions on others and are in need ot social rehabilitation. The 
democratic aspect ot the therapeutic community tacilitates self-awareness, 
selt-control and social recovery by lostering signiticant relationships with 
others, by abandoning priviledged communication and by emphasizing conmnmal 
confrontation (Rapoport, 1960). This twe ot treatment, then, is extremely' 
well suited tor the alcoholic patient and mould be utUized when ever 
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possible. 
Cumming and Cumming (1962) lend support to the approach ot Jones and 
Rapoport and define milieu therapy as follows: 
"Milieu therapy is a scientific manipulation or 
the environment aimed at producing changes in 
the personality ot the patient. tI (Cumming and 
CUllllll'1ns, 1962, p. S). 
It is this definition Wich will be utilized in the present stUC\r. 
Practical.ly allot the authorities previously quoted in the area ot 
therapeutic lI'lil.ieu, point out that the following aspects must be considered 
and actively manipulated be.fore one IfJIJ7 clearly state that he is utilizing a 
therapeutic JIIilieu approach; the physical setting; authority and control; 
roles and role relationships; culture; and finally, CODIINIlication. If tm1' ot 
I the atoreDl8ntioned aspects could be considered the most important, especially 
in treating acting-out disorders, we would neces8&r'ily choose that of 
authority and control. 
Most authon ties .,uld agree that patient govemment is necessar.Y in 
considering a therapeutiC 1Iilieu approach. In patient government, the 
patient can: 
"1. Develop constitu.tional government with bt-laws 
and regular meetings and elect officers to pos-
itions of leadership and responsibility wb:ich 
are recognized by both patients and hospital. auth-
ori ties. These leaders oan assist the admin1s-
tration, ocoupational therapists, nurses .. atten-
dants and volunteer workers through consultation 
in planning and assignment of tasks. 
2. Vote on oomplaints and su&pstions and present 
them to the hospital authorities as the collective 
desire of the patient bod;y rather than of one 
indi. vidual. 
3. Organize and assign their own ward duties. 
4. RecOlllll8nd changes in ward rules. 
5. Arrange, organize, and conduct; and 88SWD8 
responsibility for, social activities. 
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6. Originate, plan and Cart:7 through a variety of 
special activity pJ."'Oil'aIIS such as painting pro-
jects, mural paintings, writing and editing 
the beepi tal paper. 
7. Form cOll1l1.ttees and elect leaders to engage in 
aDT progr_ of hospital betterment approved by 
the hospital authorities. Q (Hyde and Solomon, 
195<». 
The important tunctional. unit of patient govemDI8Dt is the use of ward 
meetings. In such meetings all problems can be discussed, some can be solved 
and ambiguities and obstructions that prevent solution can be dealt with. 
A therapeutic cOlIIDUIlity type ot treatment with alcoholics m;;r;y be eftective 
only if it utilizes the de.t'ini tion g1 ven by Ou.1Id na and C1.UIJl:I1.ni and combines 
this with the fullest utilization of patient govemm.ent. 
Despite Foriz's (1959) article on therapeutic cOJJlllUD1ty and team work, 
the literature provides relatively tew publications dea.l.ing with the intra-
mural treatment of alcoholic patients. 
Agrin (1960) describes the Georgian Cl1n1c as a therapeutic cOJlllNn1ty 
for alcoholics. The author makes use of Wilmer's definition of a 
therapeutic c01llllWl1 ty (1958). The clinic utilizes the sldlla and serv:i.ces ot 
medicine, pS1'Chiat17, and religion with both in..pat1ents awi out-patients. 
I Although the program seems to be quite _11 organsed, there are several 
I I , deficiencies in the therapeutic cCllRUl'li ty treatment given. From what can be ascertained tl"ODl the article, ver:f little use i8 made ot patient government. 
~ Although there are cOIIIIIUni t;r meetings once or twice a week they are used to 
----.----------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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"discuss house-lceeping and administrative measures." Secondly, in spite 01' 
the tact that authorities in the tield 01' therapeutic milieu treatment stress 
the necessity of assessing attitudes, little systematic investigation 01' 
attitudes was reported by Agrin. Finally, it is interesting to note that 
although Agrin describes the Georgian Clinic as a therapeutic community tor 
alcoholics, the director 01' the Clinic prefers to view the Georgian Clinic 
as a "chemo-psychotherapeutic" program for the rehabilitation of alcoholics 
(Fox, 1959). 
Jensen (1962) describes a treatment program. for alcoholics which was 
developed at the Saskatchewan Hospital in Weybum. In spite of the fact that 
he uses the term "milieu therapY'" as part of the description 01' the facilitY', 
there is no indication whatsoever that an:r use is made of patient government. 
In fact, it seems that the description of the use of LSD-25 was the MOSt 
prominent feature in the article. 
Two additional articles were noted utilizing ward meetings with 
alcoholic patients (Brunner-Qrne, 1959; Belden, 1962). Both articles, 
however, pointed out that these ward meetings were utilized merely as "gripe 
sessions" and not as an extension of patient government as traditionally 
recognized. 
One might summarize the salient features of this section bY' pointing out 
that: 
1. Milieu therapy , despite ~ weakness it mq have has become 
extremely popular in the last several years because of its 
eftectiveness and practicality. It appears to be 
especially usetul with acting-out disorders. 
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2. Despite the usefulness of approaches utUiaed by Jones (19$3), 
Rapoport (1960), and CllDIDing and Cumm:l ng (1962) there is 
nothing in the literature to indicate that their suggestions, 
especia.1.l7 regarding patient government are being applied in 
treating chronic alcoholics • 
.3. The value of treating chronic alcoholics with milieu therapy 
depends largely upon the utilisation of damocratic patient 
gowl"D1l8nt 'Wbich fosters social rehabilitation. 
Attitude ~Attitude C~ 
In this section, the concept of attitude, _thode of measuring 
attitudes and studies concem1ng attitude cha.nge v.Ul be discussed. 
There is a great deal of literature in the fields of psychology, 
sociology and education concem1ng the concept of attitude. For a long 
period social. psychology was looked upon as the science of attitudes. How-
ever, tor JII8Dy ,..ars there has been an 1nCl"8uinl interest in group dyDaics, 
perception and cOJlllllUrlication aDd a decrease in the number of studies 
coneemed with attitudes. More recentl.T .. there haa been a renewal. of 
interest in this field. 
Despite McNemar's (1946) ambitious program to bring order into this area 
of research, the field of attitudes is one which remains quite heterogeneous. 
The concept itself' has been a matter of concem for over a century. Accor 
to Allport (19.3$) .. £pencer (1862) is supposed to have been the first 
psychologist to use the term. Allport (19.3$) reviewed sixteen de:f'1n1tions of 
attitude and within these def1n1tions, be found camaon elements. He states 
that the term "attitude: n 
1.3 
"Usuall.y signities the acceptance or rejection of the object or 
concept of valua to 1hich it is related. Ordinarily attitudes 
are favorable or unfavorable; well-disposed or ill-disposed,; 
they lead one to approach or withdraw, to affirm or negate." 
(Allport, 19.37, p. 280). 
Nelson (19.39) found twenty-three eharacteristics of attitudes. His 
definition is verr similar to that of Allport. Nelson maintains that an 
attitude may- be considered as aJ 
"felt disposition arisirlg from the intearation of experience 
and innate tendencies 1ibich disposition modit1es in a general 
wq the responses to psychological objects." (Nelson, 19.39, 
p • .381). 
Webb, (19$9) and Klett (1963) both felt that the best operational 
definition of attitude was that of Thurat01l8. It was thought by these 
writers that 'l'hurstone's definition provided a rationale for attitude 
measurement. Since the present stud3" 18 concerned with the assessment of 
attitudes, Thurstone' S definition of attitude will be used. Thurstone 
defines attitude as, 
''The degree or posi ti ve or negative affect associated with some 
psychological object. tf (Thuratone, 1946, p. 41). 
There are lIJtJ1:'q techniques for assessing attit\ldes. One method is that 
of asking quest.1ons, e1 ther directly or indirectly. Another method of 
assessing attitudes is by observing the behavior of an individual. Both of 
these methods, however, are quite d1.f'f'icult to use when large groups of 
persons are involved. 
Tburstone' s 0l'ig1nal contribution ('l'hurstone and Cluwe, 1929) followd 
by Likert's paper (1932) iave great impetus to the measurement of attitude. 
Prior to this time, the attempts of attitude measure_nta were crtlde and 
underdeveloped. 
In general, there are two methods used in developing attitude scales 
once statements ha:va boon selected. In one of the methods, a judging group 
is used. Included in this method is the method of paired caoparisons 
(Tburstone, 1927), the method of equal appearing intervals (Thurstone and 
Chave, 1929) and the method of successive intervals (Hewer, 1930). All 
three ot these methods are historicall.y'linked to Thurstone and are d.itferent 
in the manner in which judgements and scale values are obtained. 
The second method utilized in the development of attitude scales is 
based upon direct response of agreement or disagreement with attitude state-
ments. This method 1s cll..JAd the response method and a judging group is not 
used. The _thod of summated ratings (L1kert, 1932) and scaleosram analysis 
(Guttman, 1944) are of this twe. 
The method of sumated ratings was chosen for constructing the attitude 
scale for several reasons. McNemar (1946) h3S suggested a combination of the 
sUllll14ted rating method and an appropriate soal.ing technique. The end result 
would be an attitude scale whioh was better than one based on either .thod 
alone. The method of sUDIIl&ted ratings would be lllOr8 s:i..q)le to apply than 
methods imro1v:tns a judg:1ng group. FinalJ.y, Thurstone and Cbave (1929) 
assumed that the ratings of attitude statements in the method of equal-
appee.rin.l intervals are independent of the attitudes of judges. This has 
been contradicted by experimental ev1denee (Upshaw, 1962), eugestin& that 
method~ involving the use of judges Ddght eliminate as "ambiguous" potential-
ly discriminati YO stateamts before respondents had a chance to rate them. 
Although most theories place great stress on the role of learning, known 
findings about attitude chaap are WluallT cont.radictor,y. In .-ro, 
~~_ •. _o ________________________________________________ ,_~._._._• ____ m~ 
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attitude change can be produced throush individual processes or social 
psychological processes. The latter 1s the one which the writer 1s most 
concerned with in th1s particular stud¥. Review of attitude change will be 
limited to those studies which clearly involve a the01'7 of action of groups 
on cuammeation. 
Most studies involving attitude change use a pre-test, treatMnt, post-
test design. A sig:n1t1cant differeDCe between the pre-test and post-tests 
means is usual.l.y takeD as evidence that a chango has ocourred. It has been 
noted that the exper:1B8nter would be better ort limiting his evaluation to 
group changes in attitude rather than individual changes (McNemar, 1946). 
Underwood (19$7) has suggested that pre-testing 8D1 &roUP acts as a 
"sensitizer,· resulting in spur:ioua changes. ae describes several methods 
which DUlY be utilized in O'ftlIrcom.1.ng this problem. l-tore recently, various 
evidence baa been forthcoming which strongl,y indicates that pre-test, 
treatment interaction eftects 'IJUl¥ be dealt 14th in such a vq as to eliminate 
this influence on attitude change (Lana, 1958; campbell, 1959). 
The import.anee ot the effect of caaunication en attitude chanp has 
been pointed out b7 m&n7 authorities. King and Jmia (1956) oc.mpared the 
eftectiveness of improvised versus non-iJlIprovised role playi.r.l& in producing 
attitude changes. Subjects in the experiment improvised their own arguments 
to defend an opinion. By' the un of role..plqirla the subject CQD8S into 
intellectual contact with opposite arguIIBnts co-ex1stina within h:i.mfJelf. 
However, social approval or a 'IIIDlIIq prise (social reinforcement) also 
entered into the picture. The authors point out that auto-st1m.ulating 
oOlllllUllication seems to have an eftect in chaagirlg attitudes and opinions. In L--__________________________________________________________ ~
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general, the design and approach or this stw:\Y is sound. H01II8ver, the 
writers failed to break down tlle results according to such variables as age, 
sex, and "original opinions. tI Th1B would have given ireater clarity to their 
findings .. 
Kipnis (19$8) studled the e.tfecta of leadership at;11e and leadarship 
poII8r upon the inducement of an attitude change. In this study, a partici-
pant leader and a directive leader atteD;>t to induce attitude change in 
ch:i.l.dren concem1ng their readS Di habits. Both leaders rewardad oompliance 
and pun1shed non-o~l1ance. The writers found that when the participant 
leader rewards, be induces more private chanps than when be threatens. '!'be 
writers found, additionall1', that the leadership-type is related not onl7 to 
opinion ohange .. but also to the private or public character of the opinions. 
Raven (1959) 1nvestisated the social illf'lusnce on opinions and the 
comrmmioation of related content.. In this partioular stwv the a.uthol" 
examined the effect of group pre.uure on an opinion '5Itlich must :rema1n 
private. Raven found that the existenoe of an explicit nom seems to induce 
chaDp, wb.ether op1D1on is private or public. Publlc1tt and rejection h0w-
ever, tend to be more effective. There are two general criticisms of this 
stu<V. First ot all. it is quite d1.l.f'1cult to detendne axactl3' what the 
author _ana by ttpri vats U opinion. Second. the design failed to insure 
asainst fals1.fy:1ng responses. This could have been done by testing 
anozv'IIOua17 • 
wws (196l) ~d cbqe induced through communication. More 
specitica.ll7, he vas concerned with the effecta ot a cOllllWllicatioD on 
attitude change $lld seale J~ts. In the e:xper1mant, subjects received a 
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conmrunication strongly opposed to the death penalty. They were then asked to 
det.em:1ne the veracity and the copnc;r of the cC3D11unicator. It was disclosed 
that att1tudes cbanp, however there 18 no correlative change in scue judge-
ment. It __ d that subjects who changed moat .tram their original attitude 
were those mo bad. been in doubt Ng8l'd1ng t.he death penalty. The subjects 
who did not prece1w the cOlDlllUDicator as 'being strongly' opposed to capital. 
punishment changed the most. Althouih the general. design of the e.x:perimImt 
was quite good, there is one serious criticism. If attitudes change without 
correlative changes in scale judgeJ,alts, bow are the_ attitudes distiDguish-
able and 1r4l.at 1s the :relationship betwen them? The author taUs to answer 
this oruc1al question. 
Several authors, concern tbemaelftS with the emotioual characteristics 
of subjects and the eftect o:t $UCh characteristics on attitude change. 
Cervin, Joiner and ~ (196l) have IJh.aeIn that those subjects with stronc 
emotional reactioaa change their opinions more trequantl3 when tbq must 
state it publ1ca.1.lJ'. The results of this expe~nt _d to be supported 
b7 tboee obta1nad by' Lawson and stagner (19$7) who found that attitude change 
dur1n& group discussion i8 asaooiated wJ. th anxiety. 
Other writers, n-17 Kerrick and McM1llan (196l) and Al.lln and 
Festinger (1961) are interested in the source of the cQ.llunication and its 
e.fi"ect on attitude chqe. HOW8"f'er, these Wl"1ters present conflicting 
reeults and interpretations. Alt.llou&h they are certain that the source at 
oMRlm:icat1ao. has a det:inite etfect on attitude cb.ange, they concede that 
they are not certain as to how this takes place. 
An ext~ well thought out and instructive experiment, is tb.at of 
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Radloff (1961). He points out that cOl81unication is not only an extemal 
source of opinion change but also at tiMs an intemal necessity_ He 
investigated the h7,p0thesis that a person who is uncertain of the correctness 
of bis opinions .. lacking objective criteria .. will tr.r to affiliate with other 
people in an effort to crystallize his opinions throuah social comparison. The 
results suggest that the hTPOthes1s is veritied. The author concludes that 
opinions and attitudes JUT be said to have a JD8D1'-sided relationship with 
coJllllWlication. 
Radloff's uperiDaental investigation seems to be supported and impl.-nted 
b7 Kellman's (19)8) theoretical fol"JllUlation of the role of "social influence" 
in the induction of attitude change. Furt.her experiDlental evidence for the 
importance of Radloff's .t1nd:i.n&8 lila;, be found in a stud;?' by Ba:i]~ and Kelman 
(1962). 
In general the critici .. of the above studies mq be sumaarized as 
follows: 
1. There is uncertainty as to the _aning of the term attitude and 
change is claimed only' when. subjects appraise the stimulus as 
different. Other changes, e.g. in intenSity or rigidity .. are 
not dealt with. 
2. The relevance of "content" to the receiver's interests is not 
evaluated or considered. 
). The experimenters fail to deal with amount of structure and 
direction of "what" is to be changed. 
This section dealt with attitudes and attitude change. It was noted 
that despite same significant efforts to bring things together, the field of 
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attitudes is not clearly circumscribed. There has been a revival ot interest 
in the stucV' ot attitudes after a briet period ot leveling ott. There is st 
a great deal ot concem over the concept itselt. The development ot attitude 
scales was briefiy reviewed and it was noted that recent developments ot 
attitude scale construction suggest comb1ni.Dg sca1in& and response techniques. 
Finally, the importance or the eftect of cOllJllUDication on attitude change was 
noted and the results ot several studies were given. 
Hospital Imae .!!.c.! ~ Ucoholic 
This section vill deal with the concept "hospital iuge" and with various 
studies that have been conducted pertaining to this concept. However, since 
this particular stud;y is primar:l.ly' concerned with the assessment ot attitudes 
ot alcoholics toward the facility in which they are hospitalized, the writer 
will concentrate on studies pertaining to hospital imap and the alcoholic. 
A Ithospital image" is derived from II8ll1' sources, intemal and external, 
past and present. Hadboiaek detines the concept "hospital image," as a: 
Constellation ot conscious and unconscious ideas and teelings about 
the hospital's purpose, ways of functioning and personnel. (1957, p. 566) 
To a greater or lesser degree, the hospital attempts to satiaty certain 
basic hUII8D needs. The patient in this situation is accorded a subordinate 
status and the hospital a superordinate one. Patients in this situation 
continue to have unresolved contlicts concerning authOritY' and af'fection. As 
time goes on the hospital also becomes the recipient of asaociated ambivalent 
teel.1nas. The patient tends to evaluate the ways the hospital 1Dpinges on him 
accord:l.n& to whether or not it meets or tails to meet his expectations and 
m needs in various areas. The iDportance ot hospital 04 ......... as it relates to the L-__________________________ ~__ w __________ ~
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patient is undoubtedlT, then, one of the most significant factors in the treat-
ment process. 
The remainder of this section, vlll deal with studies llbich have attempted 
to asseas the attitudes of patients toward various treatment facilities. 
Previous to the last decade there had been practically no systematic 
measurement of attitudes toward psychiatric facilities such as JlBntal hospitals 
howver, since Souelem (19$$) constructed a scale suitable for the quantitative 
.measurement of these attitudes, several studies have utilized thls instrument. 
Klett (1963) points out that interest in the attitudes of psychiatric in-
patients toward various aspects of .ntal hospitals 1ItA'1' be traced to aatch 
(19la.8). Hatch interviewed one hW1C:lred patients, primarilT from convalescent 
wards, regarding their attitudes toward certain features of the hospital 
s,.atem. 
It vas discovered that patients fotmd it difficult to communicate through 
regular channels and that patients felt great di.tress and discomfort under 
the hospital system. However, the findinga are dU"ticult to evaluate 
objectivelT, in that data were obtained through interviews alone. These data 
are c:tlt'.ticult to quantity and seem peculiar to the setting in which they were 
obtained. On the other hand, this investigation did a great deal to help 
mod1..ty certain policies at Boston Pa7chopathic Hospital. 
The Souelem scale was developed as an equal appearing interval attitude 
scale toward Mntal hospitals, following procedures outlined by' Tburstone 
(1929). She applied the scale to two samples of JUl.e mental hospital 
patients and found that patients upon admission and acti 1'8 convalescent wards 
expressed signiticantlT more favorable attitudes than patients on chronic or 
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semi-convalescent wards. No sign:1£icant findings were found among: attitude 
scores ot patients in the various diagnostic categories; between attitudes and 
patients' ages; between the total samples or between cOlJ4)arable wards in the 
two hospitals. The correlation of length of hospitalisation with attitude 
scores was not significant. 
50uelem's scale mq be criticised on several. grounds. She apparently 
used the intuitive method in writing her statements, rather than collecting 
them by more 811Pirical methods. Her "irrelevant" items were el.im:1.nated by 
judges without ever having been acbinistered to test their discriminato17 
value. She did not test anonymously which may have had a leveling effect on 
the data. 
Other studies have followed 50uelem. Klopfer et al., (1956) administered 
--
Souelem' a scale to six groups of subjects who had varying degrees of familiarit, 
with a mental hospital setting. One of the groups consisted of thirty-three 
psychiatric in...patients, seventeen on an intensive treat.nt unit, and sixteen 
on chronic wards. The other groups consisted of non...patient groups such as 
clerical employees, ward attendants, etc. It vas found that the scale can 
distinguish certain non-patient groups.from one another. With respect to the 
patient group a comparison did not reveal any significant differences. 
This latter find1.n& may have resulted from the fact that the patients 
were on different kinds of wards but vere all in the sae hospital. They were 
probably agreeing with the several statements about the mental hospital and 
not about the ward itself. In addition, the statements in Souelam's scale are 
so phrased that they can be answered by patients or non..patients. In this 
stud;y the results were contradicto17 to Souelem' s stud;y in that the patient 
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group had generall7 unfavorable attitudes. The d:l.tference here probably' stems 
from the fact that Souel.. c:t1.d not test anonymously'. 
There have been other studies utilising Souelem' s sede and attempts to 
measure attitudes toward psychiatric hospitals, namely, Resn1lcof, et al., 
--
(19$9) and Braq et ale (19$9). Howver, only two of the studies dealt with 
--
an alcoholic saJllPle. 
Woltensberger (19$8) investigated the attitudes of alcoholic patients 
toward .mental hospitals. He was interested in learning whether age, education, 
treatment and present or previous hospitalizations were related to these 
attitudes. He acDiniatered the Souelem scale to ninety-five newly admitted 
pS7Chiatric patients, th1rt7-six of whom were alcohOliC, at a state hospital. 
The patients _re c:t1. vided into three groups: r; group consisting of patients 
who had had no previous pS7ch1atr1c in-patient care; a group of patients with 
prior confinement in a pqch1atric ward of a general. hospital; and a group of 
patients with prior confinement in a bona fide me..'ltu hospital. It was found 
--
that alcoholics held a significantly more favorable attitude toward _ntal 
hospitals than non-alcoholics. Alcoholic escapees were found to have had a 
signiticant17 more critical attitude toward .. ntal hospitals than alcoholic 
non-escapees. 
The critici. of the Souelem scale also applies here. In addition, 
Woltensberger goes far beTOnd wat his results suggest. He suggested on the 
basis of his results that one could probably' predict, with the use of a 
regression equation, whether or not an alcoholic would escape from the 
hospital. Correlation is of IIlOSt benefit in predicting the perfo1'lll8Dce of 
groups rather than what an individual can be expected to do. 
---------------------------------------------------------------~ 
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In another stud;y, Imre and Wolf" (1962) found no significant differences 
between the Souelem scale scores or alcoholic escapees and alcoholic non-
escapees. This finding was ba.sed on aeores obtained from fifty-three males 
hospitalised for alcoholia. twnty-three of' these patients eventually 
escaped. The anthol"8 also studied the attitudes of' a group of employees of a 
atate mental hospital, a group ot non-al.coholic patients, and a group of 
student nurses. There vas no aigniticant clitference between the means of 
males and f..:J.es in the elJI)lo;yee group. A.IDon& the student nurses, f'itty per 
cent of whom completed the SOuel_ scale under a condition of anorl1JIIi t1', no 
sigD1£icam. dilferences _1'8 tound between the attitudes of' male and female 
patients. The scores of the four maJor groups was compared and signiticant 
differences were found between hospital personnel and non-alcoholic patients 
and between alcoholic and non-alcoholic patients. The non-alcoholic patients 
were less favorablJr disposed toward .ntal hospitals than either of the other 
groups. 
It is interesting to note that Imre and Wolf tound no sisni.f1cant 
difference between SCONS ot alcoholic escapees and non-escapees. This 
contrasts with the findings of Wolf'ensberger. Such coatlictini results in 
studies utiliains the Souelem ecale may have arisen from real di.fterences in 
attitude on the part of the various groups studied. However, the previously 
mantion.ed failures of the Souel.a scale to distinguish groups which on an! 
Rriori basis were expected to have dif'ferences in attitude seeu to indicate 
that the contrasting results..,. have been due to chance errors in DI!IU1l1"eIDel'lt 
nett has recently developed an attitude scale tor the &seesament of 
morale in a p87Cbiatric hospital aettina (1963). There are some dUterences 
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between this scale and that of Souelem.. Klett was interested in the attitudes 
toward the less generic tem llward" which he considered the basic unit in the 
organizational structure of most mental hospitals. He felt that most of 
Souelem's seventy-two statements included the words "mental hospitaltt and had 
little to do with the inter-patient and patient-starr relationships which are 
basic elements in the total milieu of a ward. Klett used the more stringent 
empirical method of Webb and Kobler (1962). 
That is, indirect techniques, (especially projective) which are commonly 
used in clinical practice are specifically modified and adapted for use with a 
specific population for eliciting attitudes toward a psychological object. 
The formal qualities of the scale itse1£ combine the Thurstone and Likert 
methods of scale construction. In effect, the clinical-empirical method 
combines the flexibility of open-end techniques with the precision of scaling 
techniques. 
There are significant differences between scales 'Which have already been 
constructed and the one constructed in this study'. The writer utilized the 
generic tem "treatment center" rather than "mental hoapi tal" or "ward." The 
patient sample consisted of chronic alcoholics who were reSiding in a "treat-
ment center. II Yet, use was made of the clinical-empirical approach of Webb 
and Kobler (1962) in constructing the scale. 
The attitude scale which was constructed in the present study, in effect 
assesses attitudes of alcoholic patients toward an in-patient facility which 
is not a nental hospital but one which utilizes a "multidisciplinary" approach 
to the treatment of chronic alcoholism. This approach, combined with milieu 
techniques constitutes a quite different treatment facility. In addition, the 
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patient sample was more homogeneous and less disturbed than that which is 
found in mental hospitals. 
In a review of the literature, the writer fotmd no studies which were at 
all s1milar to the present ODe. Although there were a few in-patient 
alcoholic treatJJBnt centers, there are l1CXJ8, to thl writer's knowledge J which 
combine a "mul, tidiscipline" approach (i.e _ equal weigbt gi Yen to various 
approaches toward alcoholism e _g_ J mediCine, psychlat17 J Alcoholics 
Anorl,)'JlOus, religion etc.) and a therapeutic communitT type of tre ....... nt. 
lESION OF THE RESEARCH INSrRUMENT 
It should be noted that the det1n1tion ot attitude as given bT 'l'hurstone 
was chosen in the preaent stuc:tr. Tburstone detined attitude 88, 
"'!'be degree ot negatiw or positive affect 
ASsociated with so. psychological object. fI 
(1huratou, 1946) 
The ps7Cholog1.cal object ot interest in this stuc:tr is an alcoholic treatment 
center. The aim of the attitude scale to be constructed is to assess the 
attitudes of chronic alcoholic patients toward this treatment center. The 
scale should be sensitive enough to allow a rmk order:i.ng of individuals as to 
their favonhl eness toward. the treatment center and should be able to detect 
arJ:1' attitude changes it they occur. 
!?!scriEtion ot the Traau.nt Center 
Chicago's Alcoholic '.l'reatment Center is a aeventy ... tvo bed inpatient 
facility which provides assistance and treatment tor an who have requested 
help in recovering trom chronic alcoholism. P at1ents are acbitt.ed on a 
voluntary basis and treated without charp. The Treatmant Center is supported 
by the corporate fund ot the city of Chicago and operates under the auspices 
ot the Comission tor Rehabilitation of Persons. The Center itself is housed 
in buUdi.n& nWllber three o£ the Municipal Contagious Disease Hospital and 
I occupies the third, fourth and fif'th floors of that building. Adudn1stration,  Organization and treat.Jlllnt pbiloaoplw are in the hands or the executiw 
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director. The executive director is responsible to the Commission and to the 
Mqor of the City or Chic ago. The treatment phil080pQ incoJpOrates the 
concept of "Multi-discipline approach" (i.e. equal wight given to various 
approaches toward alcoholism, e.g- medicine, ps;ychiat17, Alcoholics An~us .. 
religion, etc.) and a therapeutic community type of treatment. 
1. !h!. pb{sical sett!9: The lUJor1ty of patients admitted to Chicago's 
Alcoholic Treatment Center are randoml.7 assigned to one of two -wards" or 
floors. The fourth floor "ward" is the older of the two; is pb,ysicallT less 
attractive and sparsely statfed. The third floor "ward" is more physically 
attractive; statfed by" a greater nl.Ullber of persons and houses the a<tdnistra-
tive offices in addition to more "private rooms. It These rooms are utilized 
for those patients who appear to be more acutely ill upon admission. SUch 
patients are assigned to these rooms until the acute episode subsides at 
which tiDJ9 theY' are assigned to beds on the same floor but in the ward area. 
Once patients have been assigned. to one of the floors or wards the,. remain on 
that ward until discharged from the Center. The £ifth floor houses the 
psychiatriC staff and admission of£1ce. 
2. AuthoritY'.!!!2 control: Statf members and patients in the Alcoholic 
Center share the responsibilities and benefits of the unit bY' joint participa-
tion in discussions and policY' making sessions. Unilateral decisions are 
discouraged. The patients in treatment have a voice in decisions affecting 
the Center. Administrati va problems are routed tbrouah the d.aily ward 
meetings mich are attended bY' patients and staff. Decisions at the ward 
meetings are lillited by' existing administrative pollci.s and regulations. 
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prior to mr modification, Z'eCOlrllllmdations tor changes in policies and/or 
regulations muat be subDr1tted to the executive director. 
,3. !?!!! ~ !!2!! Relationships: .All staff' IBIbers at tba Center are 
encouraged to be tb8Jl8e1vea as mucll as possible. Di.fterences in stat.us are 
mirth'" zed in order t.o lessen aut.ocratic act.ion. However, such actions a:re not. 
t.otal.lT elimiuted but 8'tfI' action taken 'SJJIq be quuticmad b.Y patients as 11811 
as staft. Arr:t task which can be ora_zed and pertol'lll8d by patients is 
considered for allocation to thea. 0nJ..;y \!ben patients must seek help in plan-
llitt8 or tacilitat1Ds are theY' allowed to tum to the nurse, social worker, 
~cian, pS)"Cho1ogist, etc., up to the Executive D1nctor. The pat1ent is 
urged to manage his own attain with stat: as assistants in th1a process. The 
I nurse at the Center is iD contact with the patients more than m:y other statt 
meraber. She is therefore consiclar&d the keystone of the therapeutic structure 
Tile A.A. coord:lnator and recreational therapist shaN this ke7 role with the 
nUl"Se. In....swvice train:1zls programs are held replar17 tor such key personnel 
in an effort to exploit their central. roles at the Center. 
4. Culture: st&tt II81IIbera at the Center, 8ft lIl8Dtbera of variou.s 
prot_ional 'group.. Although the aajority of the start I18!11bera tollow a 
modified pS10hiatric approach to the probl.em of alcohollsm, tb.ey' tend to 
stl'88$ the traditional approach of their particular pretession. The _dical 
staff are primar.ll.7 concerned With the ~t of S1JI'Ptou uaociated with 
the acute alcoholic state and 1.JIImed1ate poat.-alcoholic st.ate. The pS¥Chiat.ric 
stat: stress t.he patient t s UDderatandiD& of hi 1'I88lt and. attempt to JUXi nd ae 
his motivation tor chaDp. The A.A. Coordinator is Primaril.7 intereated in 
promoting A.A. attUiation both at the CeDter and attar d:i.scharie. Chapla1ns 
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at the Center focus on the spiritual needs of the patient. The recreational 
and vocational therapists focus on tllair particular approach to the problem, 
as Wt'Ill. 
s. COJIIJ1U11ication: The adninistration at the Center realises that duriJtg 
the patient' s period of residence, be is working on his problems in a social 
setting and that litl"UP living otten has a great impact upon hinl. Every e£.tort 
is ma.ee to insure that the 1q)aet of such social contacts be a positive one. 
It is unde:rs1#ood and accepted bT the stat.r that the more one is rea;1nlmted, 
the more difficult it is to caram.micate freely and express real .teel1ngs. The 
patient, then, is enoo\11"aged to pU'ticipate in "patient government, Jt and 1s 
urged to express his l~s and attitudes .treeJ.y anon& patients and start. 
In or&Jr to increase colllll'lU1l:LcatioD, "ward reetinge" are bald da:Ll.¥ and 
attended by all patients and statl members. The patient group contributes to 
the rahabj] i tation ot individu.al. men b7 activel1' participating in diseus8ing 
ward problems. In addition, pat1ents are urged to CQI1JfQ8llt cd vote on various 
requests made b,y their tellow patients at these meetings such as requests tor 
passes and d:1.scharps. Th9 entire patient population and as un;y staft as 
possible meet on one ol the two wards, or noon, daily for approximately one 
bour to one hour and fifteen minutes. The ward metings are ~rated b,y a 
"I' ot the p870hiatric staft and are convened on the third or fourth fioor 
wards on an al:t.ematin& weekJ.y basis. Patients and staf'! are encouraged to 
caneunic8te openl.y' their ideas, interests, feelings, questiOllS, etc., 
privUepd OCllUIIUDication occurs onl.3' when it is therapeutieal..ly necessar,.. 
Various probl.ems are discussed openl¥ in the presence ot all and decisions are 
made dem.ocrat1callT. Intormal"rehuh seSS10DSu are held resular17 alter the 
ward meetings and include various stat.t members. Other more fol"l4&l "rehash 
sessionsu are belA. at various depart.ment staft meetings and. at a general statt 
meetins once weekly. 
6. General treatment El'OCOss: Tbe psychiatric statf makes 1n1tial 
contact v1th the patient at the t1ma of the intake procedure. At tb1s point 
at evaluation of the patient' 8 problem cd motivation tor treat.rDaat is 
ascert.a:1.ned. ~ a determ1nat1on is made, whether or not the 
fac1l1t1es of the Center wlll be au1table tor the individual. It it is telt 
that the tao1l.it1es vlll not be of 'benetit to the Ippllcant, a referral is 
to a more appropriate agency. Patients accepted tor treataent are sent to the 
third or tourth fioor ward lbere a pbpical exarI1nation i8 giV81l by' the 
attendina p1vaician. Barr1.ng aevare _dical complicatiou the patient wUl be 
adtrd.tted it a bed is available. A reg:l.man ot treat..traent is ordered Dy the 
attend.l.ng pbylici.an which ord1nar117 includes ataractic <1l"uis J vitamin ther8p7 
and a period ot from. three to seven dqa bed rest. A ccaplate laboratory work 
up 1ncludlng chest I-rq, blood studies, ~is, etc., is ordered 
1.IIIaect1atel¥ &iter adld.ss1on. !be results of these tests are cOJlbiDeQ with 
intOl'llf&tion alreadT obt.ained traa earUer exaudnations gi'Wn prior to a.diI1ssi 
an.d additional treat.-nt is ordered accord1ng1.y. Pbyaical. distress 1s 
el i., nated as quickl;r as posf.d.ble ar.d otten serious potential c01lQ?llcations 
are prevttDted. 
As 800D as the patient is able, be begins attending various group 
mraetiDgs. He bei1M bT attandini tour orientation .. t1np, naraeJ.,y: a 
_dical. orientation JIIII!Iet1nc; a pqchiatr1c orientation meet:tns; an A. A. 
orientation _tiDg; and finally, an administrative orientation _t1ng. At 
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the ~ till1e, the patient will begin attencting da.iJ.y' ward meetings. Patients 
are also assigned to one or five groups tor group psychotberapy sessions whioh 
.meet tltd.oe a week. These sessions last .from one to one and one half' bours and 
are 1'I1Oderated b7 a member of the pQ'Chiatr1c st.aft (a clinical psychologist). 
In addition to the group sessiOM, A. A. meetings are held dur1ng the 'Neek. 
Attendance at group meetings 1s in general volunt4l"1_ However. there are two 
exceptions. namely: orientation tEetinlS and ward meetings. 
Although the emphasis at the Center i8 one at mueu and group therap;r, 
individual oounsellDg 8essioras are available to all patients, either tllrouah 
staff recommendations and/or through the patientts own initiative.. A great 
deal. at informal counseling goes OIl throughout the period or bospitallzatim" 
At the same tilllJ, the pat1errt. DI.q avall hi.m8elt of various other treatment 
procedures at the Center including rel.i&ious counsel.1ng, vocational guidance, 
and recreational. theNqlY. 
The patient mq be hospital1zed tor a period of from two to ~ weeks. 
The awrage stay at the Center is approximatelT thirt.y ... !iw dqa. ~ 
oompletion ottwo .t"ull weeks ot hospitalization, the patient IfJI!q request one 
several. tY.P8s ot passes to leave the Center. He mq al80 request a discharge 
.from the Center at"ter this period at time. Requests for passes or d.ischarp 
are brought up at the dI!dl.y ward Jll.tettng. It is at this time where the 
patient makes known b1s request to the group. The patient population votes on 
such requests and tbe deciSion is bindiDg. 
Because the patient's stay' at the Center is relatively" brle.f', goals JJlU8t 
be liIdted and OOJJlllensuzoate with the :realities ot the Situation, neceasitat1ng 
an Ol1...goirJ& treatment after the patient has been disohar&'Od. P atianta, 
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therefora, are encouraged to continue their therapeutic relatiOD8hips. Toward 
this end, out-pat.1.ont group payehotherllpJ, A. A. meetiJ.1&8 and ind1vidual 
consultations are made available to t01"Jl18r patients. 
7. Patient Popula.t1on: A statistical ana1.1sis of three hundred and 
tb1rt7-eeven conaecuU". admiSs10DS trora March 12, 1962 to 3ept.eJl.bar 12, 1962 
was COIlducted. This ana'Q'Bi8 18 cons18tent with other a1m:Uar anal.pes 
previoualT conducted. Tbe greater proportion ot patients at. the Center are 
Caucuit1D8 who are marr:i.e4 and have one or DO cb1ldren. Tba7 are pradai:' nate 
UD8ldlled workers 1I1ho ha'r8 cml.1' part,1al.lT cCll1Pl.eted H1F School. ald are bet 
the age. of tortT-five and torty-aiDe )'881"S. It is interesting to note that 
OVI!U"WhelaiDg _jori. ty had probl.ems with alcohol more than t.h1'ee Jean before 
admi.sion. For 110" apec1fic dat.a .. Append1:Jc I. 
Devel92!!!t ~ Constz:uctiOD 2! !!!!. Attitude ScaJ...!il 
As in moat psJOho1.og1cal teats, the tint &tap in attitude scale construe 
t1M 18 the ael.ection of items or statements. A stat.e.Dt 18 azvth1DS that c 
be said about a pQ'Cholog1caJ. object. There baa bean much cr1tic1aa of the 
intuitive approach to statement l.'M!ect1on (McIGaar, 1946). BOWftr, little 
been done to read7 thi8 situation with the except.ion 0: the epproacb utUised 
by Webb and Kobler (1962) and Klett (l963). The clinical.~ir1cal. approach 
utilised b7 tbe8e latter iDveatigat.ora vu f'ollOli8d in the pNHnt inwat1ga-
tion. As vas pointed out previouslT, this method cOllb1nea the tlex1bU1ty of 
open-end techn1quas with the preciaioD of scelJ.ng tecl1D1ques .. 
.;;;.,;Co;;,,;;1l...,8...,.c ...... ti_OD_ 2! Statellanta !2!: ~a1.e 
scale. l ______________________________________ ~ 
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1. Sentence Conpl.etion test 
Webb (l9S9) and Klett (196.3) found. that the sentAm.ce completion technique 
is quite valuable in gatherlD& statemants for their particular attitude 
scales. Fi.tteen 1nCOl'lC'1.ete sentences WN cGq)0S8d and minIIIographed on two 
sheets of paper (see Append:1.x n). These incOJ1I)lete aemteDcaa were presented 
to one hunc:lred and ti.tteen alcoholic 1n...patients at Chicago t S Alcoholic Treat-
ment Ceater. 
A review of the completed fol'DlS revealed one thousand seven hundred and 
tventy-tive separate l'8sponaes. The responses were tbsn grouped according to 
slraUarit7 of cont.ent. Although there vas cona1derable variation in the 
qualit7 o£ the records, the NBPODSes in general Wl'8 thought to be quite 
repreaentative of the patient sample. 
2. Thematic apperception teolm1Q.ue. 
The TAT protocols of .t1f't7 patients _1'8 l"8't'ie'wad cd ~d. Fi.t"teerl 
of tba twenty pictures .. orig:lna'U7 dcmtloped by Murrq (194.) wn given to 
fitt.;r patients. (Cards 1ncludsd WN: 1, 2, J, 4, 6, 7 .. 8, 9. 10, ll .. 13 .. 
14, 16, 18, 20). !his reaulted in _Yen hundred and fifty separate ROrieS. 
In ~ tbeae stor:1aa it was found that the alcoholic pat1ant revealed 
IIIUV' of b1s teeliJl88 and attitudes about the Treatment Center in general and 
about specific persons or poups of persona at the Otmter. 
In addition to the TAT stori., tift)" aG:l1tional patients _re asked to 
"tell a story about their up&r.i.ences in tbe Center. n Tbase patienta _1'9 
told to include both negative and positive feelings about t.be Treatment Cent<;}r 
and it possible to coapare it to other tacil1t1es in which tbey .,.,. baTe been 
hospitalized in the past. Tbeae stories varied trom quite J.enstb7 ODeS to 
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ext~ brief descriptions of their experiences in the Center. However, as 
In the case of the TAT stories, ~ feelings and attitudes _:re expressed. 
). Ward Meetinp 
The Aloobol1c Treatment Center bas on file a great mm&ber of transcribed 
minut.GS of ~ ward DMtings. These records ware reviewed tor pertinent 
cClll1l8ltta made bT various patients. In add.i tion to reviewing :records of 
prev1O'1.lSlT held ward meetiDp, such _tinSs _1'$ attended and conducted 
regularly', the results of 'Which "'1'8 not,ed and recorded. Var1.ou.s stateaalts 
were made about. hospital lite 11'1 pa.eral. Intomation gained trcra theM 
sources vas utUised in writ1Dg add1t.1onal stateanta. 
4 •. Progress notes 
Tbe p:rogreu notes written by both &roUP and individual therapists wre 
rev1ewd Nplarly. Intomation obtained traa a continual :rev:Lew o£ such 
prosreSIS notes was ueed in writ1Dg appropriate statementa. In addition to 
this procedure, epontatllllO\'&S rem&a1'ka made by pat1enta in the Center WN 
recorded durJ.ng their various activities at the Center. 
The data wb1ch were acc1.'llNlated bT the above procedures ..... compiled and 
e1uaified. Two hundred preli lid nary statements, coverixt& one or more aspects 
of the topics found in the data _1"8 cQIIIPOS8d. In man;y cases the exact words 
of tba patients _1'8 used. The atat.eJlllmta were t.h8n edited follc:nd.ni intomal 
criteria, lSugeat.ed b,y Wang (1932), Th\JZ'#tone and Cbave (1929), Likert (1932), 
Bird (l94O), and 8llIIrI8I"1zed b,y Edwards (19S7). these cn tart. are given 
belOWt 
1. Avoid stateraents that rater to the put rather than to 
the preaent. 
2. Av()id statements that are tactual or capable of being 
inte1'1lreted as tactual. 
J. Avoid statements that JU.y' be interpreted in 1IlO:te than 
one way .. 
4. Avoid stateaents that are inelevant to the psychological 
object under conaidlmation. 
$. Avoid statements that are llkeq to be endorsed 1)7 aln10St 
ever;rone or b7 almost no one. 
6. Select statements that are bel.ie'ved to caver the entire 
range of the at"tecUw scale ot interest. 
7. Keep the language ot the atat.ell8!1ta clear, s1Jrple, and 
direct. 
8. Statements should be short, rarel.7 exceed:i.n& t'i8lt7 
words. 
9. Each statePa:at should cOl1ta1n onl1 ODe complete1:.hougllt • 
10. Statemfmts conta1n1Dg universals 8UCh as tall', t alwqs' , 
'none t and 'never' often introduce ambiguity and should 
be avoided. 
11. Words such as 'onl..yt.. t just', '~f .. and others of 
simi] ar nD.ture should be used with care and moderation 
in Wl"'i tins stat.e.nts. 
12. Wh8newr possible, etataarmts ehould be in the torm ol II 
s~le sentence rather than in the tom or a ccapauDd or 
complex sentence. 
1.3. Avoid the use of WOl"de that JUt' not be ~ by those 
who ant to be liven the oompleted soale. 
14. Avoid the use of d.ou'ble negatives. 
(Edwarda, 19S7, p. 1.3-14) 
An. editorial review o£ the stat.aalts, based on the above criteria, 
reduced the number trout two hundred to ODe hundred and fifty. The statements 
wre then subllitted to five members ot the psychiatric staff. The,. ware asked 
to evaluate the stat.em8Jlts tor nleYatlC8 mad clarit7. In add1t.ion, tb.e7 were 
~------------------------------------------------------------
asked to divide the statenwmts into two classes, favorable and unfavorable. 
ThiS resulted in fitt1-nine statements being elindnated froa the prel.im1nar;y 
scala of one hundred and. fifty. tiDe additional statGraents 'Were written, in 
order to balance the Ill.UI1ber of favorable and untavorable statements and also 
retain SOlIe of the data which would otl1erw:i.H have been reJected. The one 
hundred statements were reau1a1tted to the f1". JI81IIbar8 of the pa;ych1atr1c 
staff and a cJ'iter1on of 0lW hundred percent agJellillut on the t~S8 or 
untavorabl.enua cd: a statellilmt vas eetabli shed# in order to reduce abigu1ty. 
Tbe result. of t.b.1s second .anal.J81s was It praliaiD&l'7 atUtw:le scale consisting 
of one hundred. items. (See Appendix m). 
Th1a p~ scala was entitled "Center Ratin& Scale," and was admin-
istered to .. total of one hlllldred patients. 'l'be scale wu adrId..n1stered on 
four separate occasions in It group _tting CODSistiDg of tll8Dt7-t1". patients 
in eacb poup. Tbese pwps of patients Wl'e tested in their l"8specUw 
dim D£ l"OQlII8 and W81"'4Il requested not to sip t'beir Jl8J18S. They W8l'V told that 
the stat.elltmts hacl bean aada 'b7 other patients and were uked to dos1gDate 
whether t.hq felt the ... wq about the Center. The fomal instructions 
utUiud du.r1ni. this part, of the leMarch aq be seen in Append1x m. 'the 
patients 1IIel'e reqvested to N8pOl1d to each statement in terJIS of their own 
~Dt or disagraa .. t with the stateamt. In o\tta1ning leapon.ses fl"Cll 
these pat:!.enta, they were pemitted to use 8D7 ODe of tive N8PQ8Se categories 
st~ agree, epee, undecided, d.1sagree, st~ disaaree. The responses 
of' the bundred patient.s on the pre11ra1nar,y tON of the scale _re wigbted for 
scoring so tJlat t.he individual sivina the most favorable cat.egor.y would 
receive the hi.gheat positive -isht. For the favorable st.atements, the 
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assumption was m.a.c:kl t.~at the "strongly ~" category was most favorable" and 
;for the 'U.llfavorable statements the "st.~ disagree" was a8SU1l18d to be moat 
favorable. For the favorable sta:tements t.be "strongl,y ~It ruponse 
received the weight of 4 .. tbe "agreoU was 'tiJeighted 3. the "undecided" 
received a weight of' 2" the tt diaagree If a weight ot 1 and tho "strongly 
disagreetl the we:Lgbt. of o. For unfavorable statements the scoring was 
reversed, witb the ttst~ aarea" reaporwe reoeiv1ng the wight of 0, tbe 
"agree" response t..ho leigbt of 1, the l1undacidedn a we1;ht of 2, t.l:l$ "disa-
green a we1gb.t of J, and tbe tfst~ disagree" response the _1gbt of' 4. 
The total score tor oach eub,.1ect was obt.a1.nad b.T summ.1Di the integral weight 
oo~ to the rating of each statemant. This soor.1l:&i procedure is 
f referred to as the method of' 8UlIIl&ted ratings (L:1kert., 1932; 1937). (Bird .. 
1940), (Edwards .. 19,7), (\.Jebb, 19$9) and (Klett, 1963). 
In the mr.rt.hod oJ: ~d ratinp, SOIlIB type of item a:oa:b'sis is necess 
in order to select statements tor the final scale, Murphy aDd L:ikert; (1937) 
selected statemnta on ths basis of the ugtlitude of the d:1t£erence betwen 
the means of a bigh and low group. 'tb.e1' felt that this prov1dea a difterent 
value for each atate1aent. The use of this method assumes that the standard 
deviation of the items is the same. Webb (19$9) and Klett (190.3) botb 
calculated a difference value for each statement and. selected for the tinal 
scale an equal number of' favorable and unfavorable stat.ements llavins the 
greatest different values. The method utllized 'by the lat tor authors was 
followed in the present stu.dT. 
An item analysis was performed b7 arranging the 8UC1U.ted scores of the 
0Qe hundred patients in the tom or a trequenc~ distribution. Two criterion 
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~roups were then selected, one consisting or t.he top twenty-fi va percent of 
the total distribution and the other of the bottom twenty-five percent. The 
top group and the bottom group each included twenty-tive patients. Finally, 
t-values were calculated for each of the one hundred statements according to 
the method proposed by Edwards (1957). 
As was previously stated, tlieDty to thirty statements were desired whioh 
would clearly elicit differences of attitude toward the treatment center. The 
one hundred statements were therefore arranged in rank order on the basis ot 
t-va1.ues. Fifty percent of the final statements selected should be tavorable 
ones and the remaining tift,. percent must be unfavorable statements. Having 
an even number ot tavorable and un.f'avorable statements would serve to diminish 
the chance ot a response Ht being generated in the respondents. 
In order to determine whether the tinal group ot statements in their 
respective studies constituted a scale, Webb (1959) and Klett (1963) scaled 
the statements according to the multiple category method (Ri1l1Oldi and 
Hormaeche, 1955). The multiple catego17 method ot scaliDg provides a standard 
deviation and scale value for each statement. This method also enables one to 
obtain normal deviate weights tor each ot the response categories to verity 
the integral assignment ot weights used in the summated ratings method ot 
scoring. However, the multiple catego17 method assumes that the stimu11 are 
nol"lJ1llll.y distributed. An article by Rlmoldi and Devane (1960) points out that 
if' an "R" continuum could be defined so that the top and bottom ot the range 
are lett to the subject's discretion, then the judgements, even tor extreme 
stimuli lUight be normally distributed. It these extreme atiBluli are norm.ally 
distributed then it is not necessary to utilize the multiple category method. 
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Webb (1959) found an ext1"8lll817 high relationship between integral and normal 
deViate wights. His .findings were supported by' those or Klett (1963) who 
obtained a correlation of .99 between integral and normal deviate weights. 
Both studies seem to indicate than when utilizing their experimental approach 
the top and bottom range of the subject's judgements tend to be noraal.l.y' 
distributed and that use of the multiple category method is unnecessary. 
Reliability !!£!rinlmt 
The reliability ot an atti tuda scale mq be estimated by' correlating the 
odd and even statements or the scale and appl.T1ng the appropriate Spearman-
Brown formula. This reaults in a coefficient ot intemal consistency and is 
an indication ot the ext.alt to which the statements are 1nter-d8pendent. If 
the statements are found to be hi&bl3 interdependent they ltJIq be considered 
homopneous and the attitude scale is unidiDlensional. It a scale is 
unidi_nsional, one 'tIOuld be able to assume with some degree ot certainty that 
siudlar scores reflect aiailar attitudes about the psycholosical object. 
Hypothesis 1: If the Center Rat1n& Scale is a reliable attitude scale, 
there will be a high correlation between scores obtained by the aa. 
individual on t'liO halves ot the test. 
Method 1: A coe£ticient ot internal consistency vas obtained by' &<kin:i s-
tering the Center Rating Scale to tu'ty alcoholic in...patients residing at 
Chicagots Alooholic Treataent Center. Twenty-five patients vere g1ven the 
scale on the third .floor in the dird.n& room area. An add1. tlonal twnty-.fi va 
patients from the fourth .floor were adRIinistered the scale in the tourth 
fioor dining room area. The rating scale was adD'Distered anonymously to both 
5 groups. Each ot the fifty reoords obtained was divided into halves, one halt 
J1m II!II", 
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consisting of the odd numbered statements and the other of the even numbered 
statements. Each of the halves was scored acoording to the prevlousJ.y 
outlined method. The obtained scores were arranged in Ii frequencY' distributi 
and correlated bY' the Pearson Product-moment method (l!otfemar, 1955, p. 120). 
The Spea.man-Brown formula (Garrett, 1953, p. )41) tor estimating reliabilitY' 
from comparable halves ot a test was applied to the results. 
Valid! tl E?cperimBnt 
The term validitY' as utilized in this particular study will refer to the 
extent to whioh the scale assesses the variable it was designed to measure. 
Evidence of the scale t II validitY' will be determined by oomparing the scores of 
alooholic patients obtained appro:xim&telT one week at'ter admission to 
Chioago's Alcoholio TreatJllent Center I with the scores obtained by these same 
patients one month after the date ot hospitalization. 
It has been pOinted out oonsistentl1' in the literature that the milieu in 
whioh the patient is treated plqs an extremel.1' important part. in his 
rehabilitation. In the above description of the Treat.meDt Center, it was 
noted that the milieu settini on the third .floor ward area seemed to be more 
e.tfioaoious in treating ego-damaged patients. It vas thought that perhaps 
patients on the third fioor ward vould have a more positive attitude toward 
the Treatment Center than those housed in the fourth .floor ward. 
A pilot study was oarried out to determine whether or not there was a 
s1gn.ifioant <ti.fferenoe in &tti tude toward the ward between the patients 
residing on the third floor ward and those r8sidi.ng on the fourth floor ward. 
nett t s so ale was used ... d adlainistered anoDJ'lllOusly to a total of thirty 
patients; fifteen patients from each floor. Each of the fi.f'teen pattents fr01ll 
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the third floor was matched with another on the fourth floor on the basis of 
admission date. The fourth floor patients comprised the control group. The 
experimental, or third floor, group obtained a mean or 89.60 with an S.D. of 
9.81, while the control group (fourth floor patients) received a man of 85.73 
with an S.D. of 8.54. A critical ratio ot 1.18 was obtained for the Sigmas, 
indicating that the probability is lWOh greater than .0$ and therefore not 
significant. The difference between means was significant at the .05 level 
(l-ta.Ued test) with a t equal to 1.87. (See Appendix III). 
BWOthesis 2: It was hypothesized that 1£ the attitude seale was a valid 
_asure of the alcoholic patients' attitudes toward the Center, then the mean 
score of a group of patients who have been exposed to a therapeutic community 
. type of hospital situation for one month would. be Significantly higher (more 
posi ti ve) than the mean score of the same group obtained approximately one 
week after admission .. 
It was assumed that the experiences which these patients encomtered in 
the treatJrent situation would be f'avorable and facilitate changes in attitudes 
in that direction. 
Method 2: 'l'his hypothesis was tested by a<ki.nistering the attitude scale 
to every patient admitted during a one month period to Chicago's Alcoholic 
Treatment Center. The patients included in the study' 'Were thirty patients 
admitted to the third floor ward and thirty patients admitted to the fourth. 
floor ward. The scale was adninistered to the patients on the floors to which 
they were assigned at the date ot admission. The scale was administered 
approximately one week after admiSSion, to allow tor the acute alcoholic 
epiSode to subside. The scale was acbinistered anon.vmously to groups ot fram 
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£i ve to ten patients in the dini.ng room on the no ore to wh.ich the pa.tients hac 
been assianed. The scale was reathtnistered to the 8..., groups approxim.atelT 
one month after the pa.tient's admission date. It was anticipated that the 
effect of exposure to the treatment condition would be eJqleriances within one 
month time. Therefore, a period ot approx:J.mately three waka was all<rned to 
elapse betwen adninistrations of the scale. 
Hypothesis 3: It is J:wothesized t.hat the third noor ward patients woul 
have a more favorable attitu:ie toward the center than the fourth floor ward. 
patients. It i8 aaaumad that the experiences which those patients encount..er 
on the third floor ward 1dll allow for a development 01' &reater f'avorable 
attitude toward the Center than those patients 0.."1} the fourth f'loor ward. 
Method 3: For this phase of the experiment the pre-and-post-test means 
for the two groups (third tloor ward and fourth fioor ward) were cOll1'ared. 
Since both groups were in treataent, 1t vas expected that the scores ot 
pat.ients on both wards would change in a favorable d1l"ection.. however.. the 
l11"1ter predicted at sisnU'ica.nt d1tte:rence in attitude toward the psychological 
object tor the two groups .. the third floor group sholf1nI the m.ore tavorable 
att1tuds. 
CHAPTFR IV 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
The results wUl be presented in the following order. C.A.T.C. Rating 
ScaleJ Reliability of the C.A.T.C. Rating Scale, Validity of the C.A.T.C. 
Rating Scale. 
C.A.T.C. Ratts Scale 
The preliminary form of the Rating Scale, consisting ot one hundred 
statements was administered to one hundred patients. ,itty percent of the 
patients were from the third floor ward and the remaining fifty percent were 
from the fourth floor ward. An item anal.yai8 was performed by arranging the 
8UJ1Dftated ecore. of these one hundred patients in the form of a frequency 
distribution. Two criterion group. vere selected, one consisting of the top 
twenty-five percent ot the total distribution and the other of the bottom 
twenty-five percent. The top grouP. or high scoren, and the bottom group, or 
the low acorer8, each included twenty-tive patient.. Finally, t-value. were 
!calculated for each of the one hundred statements according to the .ethod 
proposed by Edwards (1957). 
-
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The obtained t.-value. ranged .from .187 to 9.119 tor the one hun"jred atateMnte. 
EdwardtJ (19$'7) consider. anT t-value equal to, or greater than, 1.1S u 
indicating that the average Naponee of the hi,h and low groupe to a gi'Nn 
statement ditter 'igr.1,ticae'tly,J pronded there fl.N ~:; or mc.'8 subject. 1n 
each ot the groupe. Accepting this criterion, all bD.t a1% ot the ODe hundred 
at.atemente in the prel1aina17 tOl'll ot the atUtude .eal. can be aaid to be 
capable ot el1c1tinc clear difterence. of at\1trUde. (See Appendix IV) 
What was des1ntd "'0 a Nt 01 twnt7 to thirty atatementa which would 
clearly ellclt ditterencu of attitude toward tbe Center. Theretore, the 
.tataent. were arranged in rank order on the bui. of t-value.. Thirt7 
statement. were .elected tJ'OlR MOllg the one hUl'ldred statement. vi ttl the 
largest t-values. The first thirt7 .t.teenta haVing the higheat t-valu .. 
vere not selected. becaun ncb a selection would have reaulted 1n ha'YiDg a 
diaproportionate nuaber of fayorable atatemclta. It i8 be.t to have an equal 
IlUIIber of tayorable and unttn'Orable atatementa in an attitude 8Cal. so .a to 
d1:m1n1ah the chance ot a nspoue set being generatec1 in the reapondenta. 
Therefore, tUteen ot the favorable atatcenta with the highe.t t,-valu •• and 
fifteen of the untawrable statements with the higbest t-value. wen cho •• n. 
Th ... was one exception. Statement nuaber tortT-two va aubati tuted tor 
.tatement mabel' six beoau .. it CCTered an important aspect of ille at the 
4S 
Center. All of the ~ atateaalts 1ih1ch ..... chosen had t-TalueS greater 
than 4. 7S. The tiMl scale had a total of th1rt,y stat I .nta 1ih1ch W1'8 
arranpd randoal,y 88 to favorabl.IIIU.8 or UDf'avorabl.eD8sa OIl two separate 
sheets of paper. (See .Appendix V) 
BaliabU1tl 2! ~ C.A..T.e. Ra!i!J Scale 
I. Internal COIl8iet.ency 
IJ1pothe.is 1: A coetficieDt of intemal. cODS1stalc7 was obta1.Ded tor the 
tiDal e.A.T.C. RatJ.na Scale b7 OOl'T8lat1Dl the SCONS of tUt;y alcobol1c 111-
patJ.8Dts on aplit-bal .... s of the RatiDg Scale. one _t of More. va baaed OIl 
the NapODH8 ot tbeee patients to the ~red 8'tate11timta of the scale 
and the otber on their responses to the odd D,.o.red ~.. A coeffi 
of .8S (p. <. .0(1) WU obta1Ded b7 __ at the Pearson product......ant method 
of correlation. The d1str1bu.t1on of the 8COJfU on *1ch t.h1a coetficieDt :La 
baaed can be .... 1a F1.gw."e 1. This correlation was ra1soc1 to .92 (p. ( .001), 
when ~ tile Spe4l"JUn ... BrowD toNUla to it.. Tbia coefi"icieat ccxt.pal"88 
verr tavorabl¥ with others reported in tba literature tor SUllJlll&teci..rat1D& 
scales (Edwards, 19S7). The coefficient of 1Dtemal. oouiateu.o7 reaultiDc 
Il'OJI this etu.4;1 18 such that the etat..-ts appear to be b1~ 1Ilterdependent 
and hoaopneoua. It can 'be .su.d that the scala 18 un1d:J ..... 1ld onal and 
reliable. 
vaUd1tz2!!e! C.A.T.e. Rat:. Scale 
BJpotbMi. 2: Tbe Tal1d1t7 of the scale vas eat1.aated b7 catp&l"J..Di the 
acore. of a poup of alcoholic pat1ents exposed to a therapeutic 0......,1;7 
t1Pt of treatDalt tor appraxiute17 one JIODtb td.th the 8OON8 of thl ... 
IJ'OUP obtaiDed. within ODe .... at'ter lda1aa1on. 
i i 
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. Fig. l. Coefficient of Internal Consistency 
for C.A.T.C. Rating 3cale. r = .92 
~'- -- '"1- ---
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H1Potbesis 3; The validit7 of the scale 11&8 turtber est.imated by compAr-
ing the &cores ot t.vo groups ot alcoholic patients who were preaumed to have 
different attitudes toward the Center because ot di.t"ference. in the organiza-
t.ion ot t.heir noors or warda. 
The pre-and..po8t.-t.est. .. ans wre calculated tor each iJ"Oup. The st..t.1.-
t.ical s1p1t1cance of the dilference lJet.veen the pre-and..post-treataent meana 
v.. det.erll1ned b7 the tollov1Dg foJ'llUla: 
- -
t. • (D - 1\» 
2 2 
I D .. ( D) 
J2 (1-1) 
where: D • the _an of t.he d1tference. bet.ween pre-sncl-poet.-treatMAt .con. 
I\> • the _an of t.he populatiOD ot differencea. 
I • the total nuaber of patients in the aroup. 
D • the .. of the ditterencea between pre-arsc:l-post. ... treatant aCores. 
A t-teat of difference. between _an. of two correlated aup1e. W88 uaed. 
because in this experi.Mnt the ... indb1.duals were ...ured before aDd after 
treataent (Tate, 195$, p. 466). Tbi. fo:raula ...... on17 that the .urp1e of 
difference. is drawu rlllKlolll.7 1'1"011 a norul population of differences. the 
tot.al cbmp in the control arouP (fourth .floor patient.s) vu subtracted troa 
the totAl chqe in the expen.nt.al If'O\lP (third noor pat1et.s), reeul tina 
a a net chanae the .ipiticance ot which vas det8l"llined b7 _ana of a "t." 
te.t ot diUerenee. bet.ween aeau of t.wo independent ...,le8 (Tate, 11$$, 








- X 2 
... the mean score of the experimental group on the at ti tude scale 
following treatment. 
.. the mean score of the control group on the attitude scale 
following no treatment 
.. the number of patients in the experimental group 
.. the nU1l1ber of patients in the control group 
£ x~ .. 1 ['1 2 4~2l the sua of the squares I 11 of SCONS made b7 ex-
perimental subjects. 
i 2 .. 1 ~ 12 -~IJ J the $UB of the squares ~ N' of scores made by control subject •• 
Both groups were pre-arui..post-teeted, the interval between testings was 
approxillate17 one month. The results, presented in Table 1, indicate that the 
experilllental group (third t'loor group) changed on the average of 6.76 points 
in the direction of favorableneu, 1Ithile the control group changed on the 
average of 3.60 points in the 8ame direction. Both the gross and net changes 
were significant. In general, then, the results of the validit7 experiment 
are encouraging. Both third and fourth noor patients experienced a 
favorable change in attitude toward the Center. It ..... also that the 
oraanisation and structure 01' the third fioor ward is INCh more conducive to 
positive attitude changes than the fourth t'loor ward. 
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Table 1 
Change in Mean Score on the C.A. T .C. Rat1ng Scale as a Result 










*Sipiticant at the .001 level of confidence 






The results presented in Table 1 indicate that the C.A.T.C. Rating Scale 
is a reliable and valid tool for usessing the attitudes of alcoholic in-
patients toward their treatment center. There rem-dns a need for further 
evidence regard1ng the dependability of scores earned on the scale. This JJJJq 
be accomplished by developing parallel forms of the scale. Since 94 of the 
100 statements on the prel.im:i..nar7 form of the scale were found to differentiate 
sign1ticantly, it is possible to construct two additional scales with 60 of 
the 64 remaining statements. CoeffiCients of equivalence could be detel'llli.na d 
bY' administering each of the three forms to a sample of patients on different 
occasions and correlating the scores obtained. These coefficients would 
so 
provide estimates ot the extent to which these scales are specinc to the 
particular items used. It would then be possible to obtain Coefficients of 
stability as wll as Coefficients of Intemal Consistency. Parallel forma 
would also m:1n1Jrd... to 8OJII8 extent the patients t resistence to completing the 
same form on two or three separate occasions. 
Further evidence regard1.n& the validity of the scale is necessary. There 
were only ten patients in each group and it vas hoped that there could be 
approxiJlately thirt7 in each group. At the present time, the scale is be1Dg 
acmd ni stered to incoming patients on a random basis. This will continue untU 
sutfic1ent data are gathered to tu:rt..bAtr validate the scale. 
other _thoda ot further validating the scale are under consideration. 
The method suggested b7 nett (1963) would be quite feasible in the treatment 
setting d8acribed in this studT. A behavior check-list could be developed 
which lIIOuld enable an investigator to record his observations of a patient' s 
behav1.or relative to feelings about the Center. C.A.T.C. Rating Scale scores 
could then be correlated with scores based on the behavior check-list. 
In addition, correlations betwen the Souelem Scale or IOett's Patient 
Opinion Poll and the C.A.T.C. Rating Scale Dlipt be obtained in order to 
determine the degree of relationship between these measures. Such an 
investigation lIight result in information about the variable of attitude 
itself. 
CB.A.PTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In recent years there has been an eaphuis on the socio-psychological 
characteristics of the 81'lvil"OJl1l8nt in vb:1ch the emotionally ill are treated. 
CCD'Ensurate vi th this has been a re-flllllh.asis on socio-eultural theory and the 
pro~ of mental illness. These devel.opants have been 1natruamtal in br1n&-
1ng about dramatic changes in mental hospital settings and an 1ncreasin& 
acceptance of the ttsocio therapeutic model" of ps,-chotberapY'. The value of 
using so-called lJmU1eu approaches" is advocated because theY' are not onl7 
eUective but at the ... tt. quite practical. 
Milieu therapy seeBIS espec1all7 effective in treat1n& personalit7 dis-
orders. The value at permissi'V'8D88s and .treedaa of coaauDication within the 
context ot the "therapeutic comrmmit7" serves to fac1l1tate selt-awareness, 
selt-control and social recover.r. There is widespread acceptance that personal 
i t7 disorders are in great part. the result of adverse env1ron1llental 
circU!DStmces. B.Y tosterirlg cOlDUl11t7 _thods of treatment, such adverse 
emi:t'Ol1lBltal etfects 1dI1' be reversed or at least neutralised, thereb.Y attord-
1ng an opportumt7 for emotional growth. It was noted that despite these 
bellets, there is a paucity of literature reporting the use of such an approach 
with alcoholic patients. 
The tew studies which reported utilising mUieu approaches vith alcoholic 
patients were reviewed and evaluated critically. Despite the fact that most 
Sl 
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authorities agree that patient goverDllmt is neceSS8l7 in uti 11 zina the concep 
or a therapeutic milieu, none of the reported studies makes use of pat.ient 
govemraent. as t.raditional.ly de.t:i.1wd. Secondl.T, in spit.e of repeated appeals 
from authorit.ies in the field of IId.lleu t.reatMnt, requesting that. attit.ude 
and attitude change be 8,'1'8te11atic&l.l7 investiaated, none of the studies 
reports 8\1cb an investigation. 
The concept of attitude, .thode of -asur1n& att.it.udes and at.ud1es 
concem:i.n& attitudfl champ _re diacuesed. Despit.e Mclfaaar's (1946) ambit.ious 
progr., the tield ot attitudes is one vb.1cb remains quite beteropneous. 
There baa been a revival ot interest in the studT of attitudes after a brief 
1eveliDl ott period. There is as 78t a sreat deal of concern and uncerta1nt7 
over the concept of attit.ude itself. The deft10paent of attitude scales was 
brien,. rertewed and it vas noted tbat. recent d8Te1opamts of attitude scale 
construction sugest coab1.n1na scaling and response techniques. Finally, the 
importance of the effect ot OO'IIIIUDication on attitude cbeDp vas not;ed. and the 
results of several studies wre pven. There _re several critici_ of the 
studies rev1ewd. Firat of all, there is uncerta1nt7 ae to the ..m..na of the 
teM attitude and cbanp is claimed onl7 when subjects appraise the st1mulue 
as being din.rent. Other cbaD&e., e.i. in intensity or rig1d1t7, are not 
dealt with. Seeondl,y, relevance of ·content to the receiver's interests" is 
not evaluated or considered. Final17, the experil8ntera tail to deal witb 
aount of structure and direction of Rwbat" is to be cbqed. 
An atteDpt was made to deal. with the concept "hospital. iup. tt Various 
studies which have been conducted perta:1mng to the concept _re ravia_d. 
Special attention was given to studies dealing with "bospital image. and. the 
$3 
alcoholic. It vas noted that hospital image as it relates to the patient is 
0118 of the most signifioant .factors in the treatment process. Despite this, 
there were onl.y two studies found which at~ed to systematically measure 
the attitudes of alcoholic patients toward .mental hospitals. Both of these 
studies, and others which dealt with a more general pqch1atric population 
used Souel.'s scale and methodology (19S5). Credit vas Siftn to Scutl_ tor 
eugeatiDg that at attitude scale might be more objective than interview 
methods or participant observation. However, several. critici8Ul8 wre made of 
her _thode None of Souelemts statements deal. with 8ZfI kind of interpersonal 
relationships. Secondl¥, Souelea used an intuitive method in vritina and 
selectina statements tor her scale. FinaJ.l;r.. Souelem' s scale fails to 
d1stingu1ah Croups vhich on an ! eriori buis were expected to reveal 
differences in attitude and the paucit7 of cross-val1dational find:Lngs raised 
many dr:nmts about tl:e use.f'ulneas ot the Souelem scale. 
Klett's recentJ.;y developed attitude scale and metbociolOfU were :re'Viewd. 
Klett used the more strillpnt empirical method of Webb and Kobler (1962). 
This approach seems much more suitable to qatematicall7 irmast.1gatina 
attitudes than any yet developed. nett' s application ot this _thod to a 
psychiatric population was extremely .U executed. His methodology was 
.followed in the present atU<:\r. However.. there are e1sn:tn.cant dU'.ferences 
betwen scales alreadl'dewloped and the one constructed in this stud.r. The 
generic term "treatment center" rather than "mental hospital" or "ward" was 
used. The patient sample consisted of alcoholics 'Who _re non-pS1Cbotic 
and residing in a TOlunt&rJ' "treatment cem.er." Yet, use was made of the 
cllnical-empirical approach at Webb and Kobler (1962) in constru.ct1DS the 
scale. 
In S\DlIII8.r,Y, a review of the literature deal.1ng with mil.ieu therapy and 
the alcoholic, and hospital image and the alcoholic indicated a need for a 
more systematic means of investigating the attitudes of alcoholic patients. 
The literature dealing with attitudes and their measurement revealed several 
_thods ot carr;y1ng out this investigation. Previous studies of patients I 
attitudes focused on dif'terent samples of patients, d1.f'terent psychological 
objects, or 8I1'plO18d _thode and procedures 1ilich have serious shortcomings. 
The need tor a reliable and valid means ot assessing the attitudes of 
alcoholic patients toward their i.J:tIEdi.ate treatment sett1nss, e.g. alcoholic 
treatment centers, was indicated. 
A prel.im:1.nar.Y torm ot the attitude scale was constructed with statements 
obtained from tive major sources. Fifteen inCOIi'lete sentences were c~eed, 
miraeographed and acbinistered to one hundred and .titteen alcoholic patients. 
Fifteen ot the twenty pictures orig1na.l.l¥ developed by Murr~ (1$143) were 
given to fi.£ty patients. Fifty patients 1II8re asked to "tell a story" about 
their experiences in the Center. Transcribed minutes ot da1l.7 ward meetings 
were utilized. Finally, progress notes written by both group and individual 
therapists were reviewed resularly. The data accumulated by these procedures 
were c~1led and classified. '1'wo hunclred prel.im:1.nar.Y statements, covering 
one or more aspects of the topics tound in the data were ccaposed. These 
statements were edited and reduced to one hundred and then submitted to five 




100 statements resulted from the anal;ys1s. 
The responses ot ODe hundred patients on the prel.im:1.nar.Y tom of the 




attitude seale was scored accord:ing to the me'thod of summated ratings. SCores 
resulting from the administration 'Were arranged in a frequency distribution. 
Criterion groups consisting of the upper twenty-five percent and lower twenty-
f1 ve percent were selected. The protocols of these high and low scorers were 
used in calculating t-values for the one hundred statements. All but six of 
the one hundred statenalts were found to be capable ot ell01 ting clear 
di.fterences ot attitude. Thirty of the ninety-four statela1ts were selected 
for the final. form of the scale. F1tteen of the positive statements with the 
highest t-values and .fifteen of the negative statements with the highest t-
values were chosen. 
The rellabil.1ty ot the scale was estimated by obtaining a coefficient of 
intemal consistency. A spllt-half rel1ab1l1ty coemcient of .92 was 
obta.i.ned by correlating the SCONS of f1fty alcoholic patients on the even 
numbered stateamts with their scores on the odd numbered statements and by 
applying the appropriate Spe8l'llUm-Brown correction fonaula. This coe.fticient 
was s1gn1ticant beyond the .001 level. 
Evidence ot the scale's val1d1ty was estimated by couparing the scores of 
alcoholic patients obtained appl"Old.matel.y' one week after admission to an 
alcoholic treatment center, with the scores obtained by these same pat1ents 0 
month after the date of hospitalization. It was also h1Pothesued that the 
third fioor ward patients would have a more favorable attitude toward the 
Center than the fourth fioor ward patients. It was assumed that the 
experiences which those patients encounter on the third fioor ward allows for 
a development of greater favorable attitude toward the Center than the 
. attitudes developed by patients on the fourth fioov ward. The third fioor 
r- __ ~rl 
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I patients were designated as the experimental group and the .fourth floor 
patients were designated as the control group. Both groups were pre-and...post-
tested. Results indicated that both groups experienced a sipificant oharJge 
in attitude Cp. (.001). The third floor patients scored on the average o.r 6.1 
points higher than the pre-test SCOl"88 1IhUe the .fourth fioor patients scored 
on the average 3.60 points higher than the pre-test scores. Also, the net 
chqe baaed on the d1.f.ference between t..he post-test means o.f the two groups 
vas significant (p. < .05). This latter finding indicates that the third 
floor Il'OUP shows the I10re favorable attitude. 
It was ooncluded that the scale is a reliable and valid method tor 
assessing the attitudes o.f alooholic patients toward their treatment centers. 
The use of this method w1ll make it possible to stud¥ and cO!Bp&l"e large groups 
of alcoholic patients. In addition, the scale makes it possible to 
S78tematically investigate the ettects of a therapeutic cCll1llUJli ty on alcoholic 
patients. Addi tio.nal uses and possible shortcODS1ng8 of the scale wre 
proposed and discussed. 
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APPENDIX I (Cont.1mted) 
RELIGIOUS AFFILIA!ION 
Nullber Percentage 
Catholic 114 $1.6) 
Protestant 146 4).)2 
Baptist 64 18.99 
Lutheran 2h 7.12 
M'8thod1et 22 6.$3 
Presbyt;e1"1an 7 2.08 
Episcopalian 3 0.69 
Sect8 9 2.67 
UnspecU1ed 17 S.04 
Jew1ah 1 0.30 
Aetbiat 1 0.)0 
other $ 1.h8 
Undetermined 10 2.91 
~.ARrr!L ST! TUB 
Naber Percentage 
S1Dgle $9 17.$1 
Married, \,71/. Pre •• nt 112 3).2.3 
Married, ".rUe ANent 72 21.36 
J)ivoroec1 70 20.77 
'W1d_r 16 h.7S 
Undeierm1ned 8 2.37 
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APPENDn I (Continued) 
NUMBER OF MARRIAGES 
Nmlber Percentage 
lone ;9 17.S0 
ODe 212 62.90 
Two 40 U.87 
'l'bree 7 2.08 
More than three 17 S.04 
N'UMBER OF ClIILDREI 
Naber Percentage 
None 11S lb.12 
One 61 18.10 
Two S3 1,.73 
Three 46 13.6, 
Four 26 6.31 
Fift 11 .3.26 
Six S 1.48 
Snen 4 1.19 
More than seven .3 0.69 
UDietermined 11 3.26 
PRIMABI OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS 
Number Percentage 
Pratessional, tedudcal, managers, 
& Proprietors 23 6.82 
Clerical &: KiJ1dred Sales Workers 44 1.3.06 
Sld1l eel Workers lOU 30.86 
Uneld 11 eel 'Workers 15. 4$.70 
Undetermined 12 3.S6 
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APPENDIX I (Continued) 
EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT 
Number Percentage 
No Schooling 2 0.59 
Part Grade School 48 14.24 
Completed Grade School 1ah 13.06 
Part High School lOS 31.16 
Completed High School 66 19.58 
Part. College 1m 13.96 
Completed College or more 19 5.64 
Undetermined 9 2.67 
NUMBER. OF SIB!;INQS (NOT INCLUDING PATIENT) 
lhuIlber Percentage 
None 35 10.39 
One 50 14.84 
Two 62 18.40 
Three 48 14.24 
Four 42 12.46 
Fl.,.. 39 11.57 
Six 18 5 • .34 
sewn 20 5.93 
More than ...... n 13 3.86 
Undetermined 10 2.91 
ORDINAl, POSITION IN FAMILY 
Pos1tiOl1 Number Percentage 
Only Child 35 10.39 
Oldest Child 80 23.74 
Middle Child 108 32.05 
Youngest Child 84 24.93 
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AWElDII I (Collt1Dued) 
ORDIBlL POSITIOI IIi fAMILY 
Poaition lful'ber P.~-·-
1'vin 2 0.S9 
tJradeteJ'Jl1ned 28 8.ll 
AGE Kt ADaSSIOK 
Ace 1D Yean IuUer 
20 .... 6 
2S - 29 20 3O-lk 44 
J5 - 39 53 40 ..... Sl& 
45 - 49 60 ;o-S4 Sl 
SS ... 59 28 
60-64 14 
6S ... 69 6 
70 - 74 1 
Ranp: 20 - 74,ears 
Mean: 43.8,ean 
S.D.: 6.8S ,ears 
APPEHDII I (Cont1mJed) 















Ranp: U - 12 1881"8 
MeaD: J2. S ,. .... 
S.D. 29.36 ,.are 
6S P at1eDte (2QC) had d1tt1oult1ea with aloohol 
3 ,.... betore adlId.8Id.on. 
261 Pat1eftta (SOJ) had d1.tt1cult1M with alcohol 
3 1NI'8 batore adrd.Uion. 
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APPEIDIX II 
e.A. T • c. SEI'lUCE COMPLETIOI 
Date of Aca1.ssion. _____ ...... 
Jrd 4th 
This 1s part. of a Center l"81518arch proJect. To caJ:T'3 out the 
Pl"Oj.ct. _ need to Jmow 1I1hat the pat1ents honestl1' think abou,t 
the Cent.er. We peatl3 appreciate JOUZ cooperat.:i.on. 
Pleaae ~ the toUow1.n& eentancea. Feel tree to UIJ8 your 
own wor iq whatever you tb1nk and teel. Please do not 
sip 7OUI" aa.. 
1. Tb1a Treat.ant Center •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
2. The atat.t meabere in this Canter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
). The beat thing about this Center 1 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
4. The pat1aota 10 this ~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
s. Tbe treatment procr" at tbe C.nter •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6. Being in th18 Center makes me •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
7. The p87Ch1atrlc .taft members are •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




9. It I were in charge of this Center, I would ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
10. The aureee in this Canter ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
u. The A. A. pro~ at this Center •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
12. The medical da,partmant at this Center ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1,3. The beat thing about the staff' of tb1s Center is .............................. .. 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!be Recreatiao prograft of this Center seems ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
the Adld.n:istration of the center •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
........................................................................... 
APPENDIX III 
PATIEITS' OPINION POLL 
ll1rectionst 'l'bia poll is part of a hospital raaearch project. The statGllBnts 
on m; fOllowing pages w:e m.ad8 'by patients in various wards or several 
hospitals. fie would like to lmow how ~ feel about thue CCDditiona on your 
. ward. Read each stateamt earaMl,y. 'l'fien show haw much )IOU a&ree or 
dis ... with it by underl7iD& one of the cho1ces under eacb statement. 
-
Show:Lna how you bone8t.l¥ feel wlll help to dIiatEmaine t.he value of present 
treatamt _tho4a. You do not aeed. to sign your n... Your help vlll be 
greatlT appreci.ated. 
1. The patients on tb1s ward (tloor) get chances to make ~t1ons. 
(1) Strongly agree (2) Agree () lJAdecided (4) 1l1.sagree ($) StrorlgJ.T 
diS8gl'8Ct 
2. BEdng en this ward (floor) does more harm than good to a patient. 
(1) St1'ODil3' agree (2) Ap'ee (3) l1ndec1<kK1 (4) D1s~ ($) StrtmeA1 
d18asJ'ee 
3. Thel'e 18 a spirit of cooperation IUIlOOS the staft en this ward. (floor). 
(1) Strongly 8f&l'88 (2) A&Ne (3) Undecided (4) D1~ (S) St~ 
d:1aapee 
4. Be1nl on this W8I"d (floor) belpa ., uke IV 01IIl decisions. 
(1) Strongly agree (2) Agree () t1ndIJc1dId (4) D18asrae ($) Strougly 
~ 
s. 'l'he doctors who aeJ.'Y8 th18 wa.rd (f'loor) t.h1.nk they "kr1ov i. t all. II 
(1) Strongly agree (2) AsrM (l) Undec1dacl (4) Disagree ($) StJ'Onlly 
di~ 
6. thqfw done ~ the,. could to make this ward (floor) a pleasant 
place. 
(1) Strongl¥ aarae (2) Apree () Undecided (4) ll1N&J'8e (,) StJ'ODilT 
disapee 
7. The statf IlUibers on th1s ward (floor) plq favorites. 




8. On this ward (floor) the7 treat tb8 patients l1ke human be1np. 
(1) St~ agree (2) Agree en Undecided (4) Disagree (5) Strongly 
disapee 
9. It's bard to find S0P8ODe to talk with on this ward (tloor). 
(l) st~ agree (2) Agree (.3) Undecided (4) Disagree (S) St~ 
ditJ8l1'M 
10. I don't place JlUCh trust 1n what they premise the patients on this ward 
(.floor). 
(1) Strongl:,y agree (2) Agree (.:3) Undecided (4) Diaaaree (5) Strongq 
diaa&ree 
U. Be1Dg on this ward. (floor) has belped _. 
(1) St~ acree (2) Agree (3) thdecided (4) Diaapoee (5) Stronely 
disagree 
12. I just c:tm't like the wq they do things on this ward. (f'loor). 
(1) St~ agree (2) ~ (.3) l.Jndecided (4) Dis~ (S) Strongl..y 
disagree 
13. The patienta on this ward (floor) doD It pt a chance to manap their own 
aft &11"8 .. 
(1) St~ agree (2) Agree 0) lhdecided (4) Disagree (5) Strongl,y 
disagree 
14. The staft Embers on this ward (f'loor) take time to l:isten to the patients 
(1) Strongly agree (2) Agree (3) Undecided (4) D1aagree (5) Stl'Ol1fAy 
disagree 
15. There are too ~ rules and repl.aticms on this vU'd (floor). 
(1) Stl'Oll3l¥ agree (2) Agree en Undecided (4) Dis8iN8 (5) Strongq 
disagree 
16. TU.s ward (floor) is depressin&. 
(1) Strongly' agree (2) Agree 0) thdecided (4) Disagree (S) St~ 
disagree 
17. The 81_ (nurses) an this ward (!'loar) do helpruJ. tl11.tap even when the;r 
don't have to. 
(1) Strongl,y agree (2) Agree <':3) UAdecided (4) Disagree ($) St~ 
disagree 
18. You don't see l'iW11' 8Dtll.es on this ward (!'loor). 
(1) Strongly agree (2) Agree (.3) UadBcided (4) Disagree ($) strcmgl.y 
di8~ 
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19. Being on this ward (n(lOr) belpa _ leel better about the future. 
(1) St~ asree (2) Agree (3) Undecided (4) D1s .... (5) St~ 
di ..... 
20. ThaT g1w 70u enough f'reedc8 on this ward (floor). 
(1) Strongly agree (2) Agree (J) Undecided (4) Disagree (,) Strons17 
diaac.ne 
21. The patients on tb1a ward (floor) are neglected D7 the statf. 
(1) Stl"ODllY' scree (2) Agree (3) Undecided (4) D1~ (.5) stronslT 
disape8 
22. There a:re equal opport,un1t1ea tor .~ on tb18 ward (fioor) 
(1) st1'Ol1ll7 aaree (2) Aaree (3) tbdacid8d (4) D1sapee ($) Stron&l7 
disagree 
2). The statt Dlllllbers of this ward (tloor) __ to know what they're doing. 
(1) StJ.'Ollil¥ agree (2) Aaree (,) Ulldecided (4) Disagree en StronllT 
disagree 
24. SOII8 at the aides (nurses) on tb1s ward. abould be tiNd. 
(1) Stronal7 agree (2) Agree () Undecided (4) Il1sapw (;:) Stron&1T 
disagree 
25. I _ b.appy on th1.a ward (floor). 
(1) St~ .. (2) A&ree cn UDdecidad (4) Dis81N8 (S) StronglT 
disagree 
26. There's too much wait1n& on this ward (noor). 
(1) StroJlll7 acne (2) Agree (3) UncIec:1ded (4) m ..... (5) St~ 
disagree 
27. fbe nurses on tlds ward (floor) are incl:.i.ned to torget what a pat.:1ent 
uks thea to do. 
(1) Strongl)" epee (2) Agree (J) Undecided (4) Dis.,... (5) Strongl.y 
disagree 
28. I haw very .rev caxpla1nts to lUke about this ward (tloor). 
(1) Strongl,y agree (2) A&ree (J) Undecided (4) Disagree (5) St~ 
d1a8p'e8 
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APPENDIX In (Continued) 
STATISTICAL DATA OF PILOT STUDY WI'1'H KLETT SCALE 
Raw Test Scores 
SubJect Third Floor Fourt;h Floor 
1 85 8S 
2 92 98 
3 96 90 
4 aq n 
5 90 87 
6 62 65 
7 lO4 104 
8 99 86 
9 77 80 
10 100 92 
11 87 86 
12 94 86 
13 92 82 
14 91 8) 
15 91 91 
H- 89.60 H- 85.73 
S.D.- 9.81 S.D.- 8.54 
APPENDIX IV 
C.A.T .C. RATIl«l SCALE 
DIRECTIONS: This rating scale is part of a Center research project. The 
statements below were made by patients about the Center. vIe would like to 
know if you feel the same way about the Center. Please read each statement 
carefully. Then show how much you agree or disagree with it by underlining 
one of the five choices-unaer-each statement. 
1. The staff at the Center are ldnd and considerate. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
2. The patients in the Center are encouraged to make suggestions. 
( a) StronglY' agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Di sagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
). The patients in the Center start to drink as soon as they leave. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
4. Starf members at the Center think the patients can get better. 
(a) Strongl.;r agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
S. The hospital volunteers in the Center do a fine job. 
(a) StronglY' agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) StronglY' 
disagree 
6. The medical. doctors who work in the Center avoid the patients. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
1. It is hard to find someone to talk to in the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
8. The nurses in the Center don't know how to work with the patients. 




9. The Center has an excellent proVam. 
(a> Strongly agree (b> Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) Strongly 
disagree 
10. The nurses 'Mho work at the Center are always te11'ing the patients what 
to do. 
ea> Strongly' agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) Strong].T 
disagree 
11. '!'be patient8 in the Center are neglected b7 the statf'. 
(a> St~ agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d> Di8agree (e> Strong4r 
disagree 
12. The medical doctor8 at the Center know what they're doin8. 
(a> Strongly agree Cb) Agree (c) Undecided (d> Disagree (e> Strongly 
diaqree 
1). Everything has been done to make the Center a pleasant place. 
(a> Stronaly aaree {b> Acree (c) Undecided (d) Di8agree (e> Strongly 
disagree 
14. There are no coap1aints to make about the Center. 
(a> Strong17 agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Di8agree Ce) StronglJ-
disagree 
1S. The nurses at the Center forget wbat patients ask them to do. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) tbdecided (d) D1s8ire8 (e) Strongly 
disagree 
16. A p'rson's privac,. is not respected in the Center. 
CaJ Str<mg:q agree (b) Acree (c) Undecided (c1) Disagree (e) Strongly' 
di8&p"H 
17. '!'be nurns at the Center are excellent. 
Ca> Strcnc17 aaree (b> Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
18. I like the wa:r theY' do things at the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) D1sagree (e) StroD&l7 
di88i1'" 
19. The staff me.niber8 at the Center could use 8Ol1I8 help themselves. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Di8aaree (e) St1'01lllY 
disagree 
20. Th.,. are too 8trict at the Center. 
(a> Strong17 agree (b> Agree (c) Undecided (d> Di8agree Ce) strong17 
disagree 
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21. The staft members at the Center are doing as much as possible to help 
the patients. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
22. The Center makes you feel like a human being again. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided Cd> Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
2,3. Being in the Center makes you feel worthless. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) strongly 
disagree 
24. Being in the Center helps you to make your own decisions. 
ea) strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
25. You are treated with respect in the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) .Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e> Strongly 
disagree 
26. Being in the Center helps a person feel better about the tuture. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) Strongly 
disagree 
27. There is plenty to keep you b~ in the Center. 
ea> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
28. The Center helps the patient to understand himself. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
29. The patients in the Center really help each other. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
.30. There is a spirit ot cooperation among the staft at the Center. 
Ca) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided Cd) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
.31. The staff at the Center are around when you need them. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d> Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
,32. The ward meetings have no value. 
ea> Strongly agree (b> Agree Cc) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce} strongly 
disagree 
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:n. Time passes slowly' in the Center. 
(a) Stron&ly agree (b) Apee (e) Undecided (d) Diaagrae Ce) Strongl¥ 
disasree 
.34. There are equal opport.unitie. tor eY8r,y0D8 in the Center. 
Ca) Strongly agree (b) Agree Ce) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) S~ 
disagree 
3S. Statt I8Ilbers proai8e lIOre than they deliver in the Center. 
<a> Strongq agree (b) Aeree (e) Undecided (d) Disapee (e) strongly 
disagree 
.36. It ie best 'to keep your "mouth shut" wbile 1W are in the Center. 
(a> St~ agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided Cd) Disagree ee) stroDgly 
disq:ree 
37. Tba start __ rs at the Center talce tinI8 to listen to the patients. 
(a) Strongly' agree (b) Agree (0) undacided (d) Disagree Ce) strongly 
d1sapee 
38. There are too IUIlG' rules and l'GgUlatiou at the Center. 
(a> StroD&lT agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided Cd) D1Sap'88 (e) Strongly 
disagree 
39. There is a happr spirit at the Center. 
(a> St,rongly agree (b) Agree (e) Unclecidad (d) Disagree (e) st~ 
disagree 
40. Tbe staft members at the Center have little peraonal interest in the 
patients. 
Ca) StrongJ.y agree (b> Agree (e) thdeoided (d) Disasree (e) strongly' 
disagree 
41. The Center makes you teel"blue." 
{n} strongly agree Cb) Agree (0) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) strongly 
disagree 
42. The "patient government" that they have at the Center i8 useless. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree <e) strongly 
disagree 
W. The program. at the Center needs a "sbot in the am." 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (0) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) Strongly 
disagree 
1&4. The,. keep you too bus,y in the Center. 
(a> Strong13 agree Cb) Agree (e) Undecided (d> Disagree (e) ~ 
disagree 
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4S. The start members don't let the patients "in on" what's happening at the 
center. 
(a> Strongly agree (b> Agree (c) Undecided. (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
46. the pqcbiat:rio staff at the Center are realq interested in their work. 
(a> strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
47. You pt a lot from the group t.heraW at the Center. 
(a) Strongly apee (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) D1aagree Ce) St.ronslT 
di,sapee 
48. ~ in the Center malces 70U _"OWl. 
(a> Stronsl¥ agree (b) Agree (0) l1n.d8clded (d) D1sacree (e) Strongl3 
d1a .... 
49. The etaft lII8IIlben at the 0eDt.e1" are NallI' If on the ball." 
(a> Stronsl7 aaree (b) 'iNe (c) Uftdecided (d) Dis..,... (e) Stronal1' 
disapee 
SO. The DUl'MS at the CeDtv "babT' the patients too JIUCh. 
(a) St.raa&l,y agree (b) Agree (c) Undeclded (d) Dl ..... (e) St~ 
disapee 
Sl. There .... not. enough recreatlonal act1Y1t1es at the Center. 
Ca> Stl'OftIl7 agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided {d> Dis8p'M (e) StJ'ODll¥ 
disagree 
S2" !be Duraea at the Center JUke the pat1eD't8 qI7 101" no reason. 
(a> stronslT agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Dis .... (e) StroDil¥ 
dieapae 
S,3. The p8.rch1atJ"ic statl doesn't lmov eDOUih about alcohol1cs to real.lT 
be helpful. 
Ca> BtnmalT ... (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Dis .... (e> St~ 
di8&p'M 
54. The Center ma1ata 1011 l"8alUe that 10u don't need to driDIc. 
<a> St.ronsl7 epee (b) Ap8e (c) Undecided (d) ~ (e) ~ 
diaapee 
SSe the patients in the Cent.e1" haft 8D equal chance to pt passes. 
ea) Stronal;r .... (b) Aaree (c) Undeclded (d) ~ (e) St1"ODll7 
disapee 
56. Th. pat1eJlt.a at the Center dcD' t do their '110ft data1le propel"lT. 
Ca) stl'ODll3 agree (b) Acree (c) Und8cld1d (d) Disaaree (e) Strcagl.y 
d.i.UJN8 
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57. The medical doctors at the Center can hardly wait to go home. 
Ca) St~ agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) D1aasree Ce) St.rongl,y 
disagree 
sa. The A.A. program at th8 Genter is wll orsaniaed. 
Ca> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) ~ (e) Strongly 
disagree 
S9. The staf't lI8lIIbel"8 at the Center plq taYOritea. 
(a) Strongl;y agree (b) Asree (e) tb1ecided (d) D1aasree (e) strongly 
disagree 
60. HanD.7 8DJOD8 in the Center un.deJ"stands the pat18Dta. 
Ca) Strougly a&ree (b) Apee (e) tbdec1ded {d> D18apee (e) StronclT 
diS8p'8e 
61. Tbe _dical doctors at the Center J.1ke th8 work thq are doinl. 
<a> strouslr agree (b) AcNe (e> 111dec1ded Cd) Disagree Ce) St1"ODCQ 
diaaeree 
62. The pattents 1ft the Canter can't wa1t UIltU the,. are d1acharpd. 
(a> st.1'Ongl,. asree Cb) .Apee (c> Undecided Cd) Dis.- Ce) St~ 
dingree 
63. You don't ... un;y wil. in the Center. 
(a> St.1'oD&1T agree (b) Acree (c) Undec1ded Cd) Disapee Ce) strcaaJ.1' 
diaapee 
64. 1'be patieftt8 in the Center have conti.d8nce in the at.att. 
Ca> Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided Cd) D1sapJe Ce) St~ 
disagree 
6S. The &taft' Jl8mbers at the Center don' t care tlbat happe.D8 to the patients 
attAr discharge. 
(a> Stron&lT ..... (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) DisagNe Ce) St~ 
diaap-ee 
66. The patieftt,s in the Center don't belp ODe aotll8r. 
Ca) st~ agree (b) Agree (e> Undecided (d) Disacr- Ce> stroncl7 
disagree 
61. Tbe7 allow 10U to c:tl.aapee at tbe Center. 
Ca> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) stl"ODi13 
disagree 
68. The Canter "'88 70U !IOl"8 contueed than aavthini elae. 
Ca) Strongq agree (b) .Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Stl'Onal1' 
di~ 
69. 1.'be <:er&er is a success. 
Ca) St~ aaree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) st1'01'J&l.T 
disagree 
70. The pati_ta in the Center are a tine iJ"Oup of people. 
Ca) StrcJOgl.y agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagne (e) Stl'Onll¥ 
disapee 
71. In the Center you leam that you can be like other people. 
Ca) Strcmal7 agree (b) Agnte Cc) Undecided (d) Disagree (e> Stl'Oflll7 
disagrM 
72. You can't I"8l7 on the pqch1atr.Lc staff at the Center. 
(a) StJ'ODll¥ ... (b) .Apee (c) Undecided (d) ~ Ce) stronsl7 
diaasr-
73. In the Center :tOu can leam boll to set alona wi tb people. 
Ca> stronalT agree (b) Agree (c) thdlcided (d) ~ (e) Strongl.T 
disagree 
74. The food 'Which is aened at the CCer is WODder.tul. 
(a) Strongq- acree Cb) Apee (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) stroDsl7 
disagree 
7S. The Center 18 neat and clean. 
ea> St.rons17 agree Cb} Acree (c) Undecided (cl) Di8apee Ce> St~ 
diaaarM 
76. Be1.n& at the Center malc8s you feel l1ke you can help :tOuraelf'. Ca> Stronall' agree (b) Agree (c) UndIcided (d) ~ (e) StroDBlY 
d1aa,poee 
77. They doD 't gi. va you ..,. ana .. rs in the Center. 
Ca) stronsl1' asree Cb) Acree (c) UndIcidid (d) Disapee ee) strongly 
disagree 
78. The statf at the Center don't haft con.tidaftce in tb.em8elwa. Ca> St1"On&l7 aaree (b) Apae (c) UDd8c1d8d (d) DiU&JM ee) Stronsl7 
diaaaree 
79. 'the pat1enta in the Center aboulcl a1nd the1r 0WJl bUld.Deaa. 
Ca) stJ:lOOll.T epee (b) Acree (c) thdecided (d) D1a ..... (e) Stl'Onal¥ 
d1aaaree 
80. ~ at the Center lives 10U an opportlwntl' to work on your problau. 
(a) Stron&l7 agree (b) A&ree (c) Undecided (d) Dis..- (e) StroDil3 
d18ap-.. 
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81. I don't place much trust in what theT 887 at the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (0) tbdecided (d) Disagree (e) St.rongly 
disagree 
82. The Center teaches 70u to "slow dow" and think. 
Ca> Strongly agree (b) Agree (0) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strong.l.y 
disagree 
83. The Center helps a person to speak openl;y and honestly' about himself. 
(a) StronglT agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongl.y 
disagree 
54. There is nothirtg to do in the Center. 
(a) Strongly' agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
85. I don't like the way the)" do th1nga at the Center. 
Ca) Strongly agree (0) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly' 
disapee 
86. The Patients in the Center are better off not making arrr auageBtions. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) .Agree (0) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
81. The staff at the Center real.l3 lmow a lot about alcoholism. 
Ca) .stran&lT agree (0) Agree (c) thdeeided (d) 1liSagr88 (e) strongly' 
dis8pU 
88. The Center 18 nothing more than a place to ttdr;y out." 
Ca) St~ agree (0) Agree (c) thdeeided (d) Disagree (e) StronglJ' 
disagree 
89. Tim ... to "fl3 by'" in the Center. 
(a) Strongly' agree (0) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disasree (e) St~ 
disagree. 
90. The medicine theT give ;you in the Center is ex.cellent. 
(a) st:rong17 agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) St~ 
disagree 
91. Thera aZ"8 not enough viaiting hours allowed in the Center. 
Ca) Strongly agree (0) Agree (0) Undecided. (d) Disagree (e) Strong.l.y 
disagree 
92. You learn a great deal about alcoholism in the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) stroDgly' 
disagree 
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9.3. The coftee which is served at the Center is terrible. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree Ce) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) strongly 
disagree 
94. The religious services avaUable to the patients in the Center are 
adequate. 
Ca) stronalT agree (b) Agrcte (c) tmdecided (d) D1aaaree (e) Stronal¥ 
d18&gI"M 
9S. The ~ good thing about U18 Cent-ar is the A.A. program. 
(a) Stron&l¥ agree (b) Agree (c) thdecided (d) Disagree (e) stronal7 
disagree 
96. There 1s plenty o£ freedom in the Center. 
(a) St.rc:agly agree (b) !pee (c) thd8cided (d) Disapee (e) Stronll3 
d18aiJ'88 
97. It t s hard to get alo.."l{t "-ri th the patients in the Center. 
(a) st;rorl(.1y agree (b) Agree (e) thdecidee! (d) Disagree (e) Stron&17 
d1sasree 
98. The staff members at the Center are rea1.l3 triend4t. 
<a) Stroragq agree (b) Aaree (c) tbdecided (d) Dis&pee Ce) St~ 
d1sagree 
99. Beine in the Center 1s the beat thing that could happen to an alcoholic. 
<a) StroD&l7 asree (b) Agree (0) tbdaclded (d) D18apee Ce) Strona11' 
diaagree 
100. The statl at t,he Center thinlc they know it aU. 




MEAlS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF HIGH AND LOW GlI>UPS 
t-VALUES OF 100 ITEMS 
ITEMS MR S.D·R ML S.D·L t-VALUE 
1+ 3.840 .366 3.~ .720 4.9$0 
2+ 3.480 .699 3.120 .652 1.881 
3- 3.160 .611 2.400 .800 3.772 
4+ 3.520 .574 3.200 .489 2.U9 $+ 3.600 .632 3.320 .545 1.676 
6- 3.680 .466 2.720 .825 5.061 
7- 3.720 .825 2.840 .924 3SSO 
8- 3.880 .324 2.680 1.121 5.138 
9+ 3.880 .324 3.200 .632 4.781 
10- 3.000 .979 2.600 1.131 1.336 
11- 3.840 .366 2.920 .890 4.775 
12+ 3.800 .400 2.760 .949 5.044 
13+ 3.920 .271 3.000 .692 6.182 
14+ 3.160 1.155 2.360 1.053 2.5S8 
1S- 3.320 .881 2.)20 1.024 2.9$9 
16- 3.200 .979 2.720 .917 1.788 
17+ 3.880 .324 2.720 .960 S.722 
18+ 3.640 .480 2.720 .775 $.~3 
19- 2.640 1.228 2.080 1.0S5 1.728 
20- 3.600 .489 2.920 .688 4.024 
21+ 3.800 .400 3.000 .489 6.)24 
22+ 4.000 .000 3.080 .795 5.778 
23- ).880 .)24 2.960 .91S 4.734 
24+ ).600 .489 2.760 .813 4.421 
2$+ ).800 .489 ).080 .271 6.428 
"_It indicates a negatively stated item. 
ft+" indicates a positively stated item. 
8S 
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APPEIDII V (Continued) 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF HIGH AND IJ:M GROUPS 
t-VALtlES OF 100 ITEMS 
ITEMS Mg S.D·B 1\ s.n·L t ... VALtlE 
26+ 3.840 .366 2.800 .848 5.625 
27+ 3.480 .699 2.840 .880 2.84.6 
28+ 3.640 .$$7 2.720 .601 $.611 
29+ 3.$20 .499 2.$20 .8$4 5.0$2 
30+ 3.S60 .7$2 2.680 .733 4.187 
31+ 3.S60 .$71 2.720 .77$ 4.3$9 
32- 3.320 1.l21 2.240 .949 3.674 
33- 3.0.0 1.038 2.240 .906 2.901 )4+ 3.720 .448 2.880 .711 4.994 
3$- 3.360 .68S 2.320 .733 $.179 
36- 3.240 .861 2.J60 1.053 3.232 
37+ 3.680 .614 2.7fiJ .763 4.694 
38- 3.280 .825 2.920 .SfIJ 1.804 39+ 1 3.$20 .499 2.240 .763 7.016 
40- 3.640 .$S1 2.)20 .83$ 6.r:)73 
41- 3.)20 .733 2.,360 .932 4.045 
42- 3.440 .637 2.)60 .932 4.778 
43- 3.240 .649 1.960 .870 S.889 
44- 3.080 .976 2.S20 .943 2.060 
4S- 3.240 .861 2.480 .8S4 3.1)2 
46+ 3.760 .427 2.400 .894 6.860 
47+ 3.$60 .571 2.280 .917 5.921 
48- 3.)20 .733 2.360 .889 4.16$ 
49+ 3.640 .480 2.480 .899 5.687 
50- 3 • .360 .889 2.840 .880 2.078 
$1- 2.880 1.210 2.640 1.091 .736 $2- 3.640 .480 2.760 .813 4.6$6 
53- 3.$20 .574 2.200 .894 6.209 $4+ 3.600 .489 2.6W) .842- 4.923 $$+ 3.760 .427 2.920 .688 5.185 $6- ).200 1.058 2.160 1.083 3.432 
57- 3.480 .$74 2.)20 .733 6.228 S8+ 3.760 .427 2.440 1.061 $.769 $9- ).400 .894 2.880 .6.$2 2.)48 
60 ... 3.720 .448 2.840 .833 4.648 
61+ J.S60 .sn 2.240 :~ l·.~ 62- 2.0h0 .914 2.120 6;- 3.)60 .974 2 .. 680 .78$ 2.71$ 
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AFPEi\t1l1X V (Continued) 
MEANS ANI: STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF HIGH AND LOW CROUPS 
t-VALUES OF 100 !TW.s 
ITEMS Ma S.D·B 1\ S.D'"!. t-VALt1E 
64+ 3.680 .516 2.$60 .891 S.329 
6S- 3.520 .85b 2.280 .960 4.824 
66- ).680 .466 2.1J.o 1.061 5.31&8 
67+ 2.880 1.336 2.76IJ .708 .396 68. 3.720 .4L8 2.61.0 .932 s.ns 
69+ 3.800 .489 2.880 .587 6.011 
70+ 3.6l.o .557 2.320 .8)$ 6.573 
71+ 3.880 .324 2.120 .661& 7.Bbo 
72- 3.)20 1.223 2.121 .m ).807 
73+ ).380 .)24 2.960 .3W.i 9.719 
74+ ).880 .)24 ).040 .662 5.694 
75+ 3.840 .)66 ).200 .489 5.229 
76+ 3.920 .39l ).080 .627 5.677 
77- 3.4OC .632 2.)20 .6)5 S.l~t 18- 3.7ZO .530 2.61.0 .79) s:~ 79- ).000 1.)26 2.000 1.095 2. 
80+ ).880 .324 2.800 .848 S.94~ 
81- :;.640 .557 2.800 .800 4.3OE 82+ 3.520 .899 3.000 .748 2.221 
83+ 3.880 .324 3.000 .692 5.7~~ 84- 3.680 .466 3.040 .$98 4.21 85- 3.680 .466 2.720 .872 L.85e 
86- ).640 .557 2.480 1.203 4 • .371 87+ ).520 .899 2.400 .692 4.~.31 86- 3.120 .448 2.720 .625 S.32C 69+ 3.160 .833 2.120 .863 4.3'~ 90+ 3.640 .624 2.640 .542 4.83j 
91- 2.920 1.092 2.6Lo .889 .~~ 92+ ).680 .466 2.600 .600 4.7 
93- 3.320 .681 2.640 1.127 2.375 94+ ).400 .894 3.000 .692 1.7~1 
95- ).)20 .881 ).280 .601 .181 96+ ).800 .400 3.200 .400 s.~ 97- '.560 .496 2.840 .611 h.5 98+ '.880 .L30 2.880 .765 5.692 99+ 3.840 .463 3.060 .627 4.87~ 




DIRECTIONS. rus rating seale is part of a Center n .... reh project. 'I'he 
sGtemenG below were made by patients about the Center. We would 11ke to 
know if you t.el the same way about the Center. Please read each statement 
caretully. 'l'hen show how tI%I1ch 10\1 agree or disagree wi tb it by underllning 
one of the .five cho1cei\inder each statement. 
-
1. Everything hu been done to make the Center a pleasant place. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) !isagrae (e) Strongly 
disagree 
2. The Center makes you teel llke a human being again. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) ~ided (d) Disagree (e) St;rongly 
disagree 
3. SWf _bel'S pJ"()miae more than they dellv.r in the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) D1aagree (e) strongly' 
di.agree 
b. The l'IU"S8. in the Center don't know how to work with the patients. 
<a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) U1.sagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
S. You are treated with respect in the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
d1sagne 
6. The sW!' members at the Center are doing u much as possible to help the 
patientll. 
<a> StJlOngly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) rd.sagree <e) Strongly 
disagree 
7. The Center is nothing more than a place to ttdz"y out. It 
(a> Strongly agree (b> Agree (c) Undecided (d) .G1eagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
8. The psychiatric staff at the Center are really interested in their work. 




9. !he "paU.nt government" that they have at the Center i. u.el. .... 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) D1eagJ'M (.) Strongly 
dUagree 
10. The program at the center neede • "shot in the am. 1t 
(.) Stzoongly a,;ree Cb) Afne (c) Undec1ded (d) Disagree (e) Stronal7 
dieagne 
u. the A.A. PJ'O€lram at the Center is well organized. 
<a) Stft)ngly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided Cd) Ii'1S&gree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
12. The medical doctors at the Center like the work theY' are doing. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d> Disagree (e) Stronl17 
disagree 
1). The statr members at the Center don·t care what happens to the patients 
after d18Charp. 
Ca) Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) Strong17 
disagree 
14. The Center makea you MOre eontu.aed than anything elM. 
(a) St1"Onll.7 agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided. (d) L'1.agree Ce> StronglY' 
disAgne 
lS. The patients in the center don 't help one another. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided Cd) Di.agree Ce) Strongl;y 
disagree 
16. You get a lot from the gl'Oup therapy at the Center. 
Ca) Stl"ong17 agree (b) Aene (e) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) strongly 
disagree 
17. In the Center ;you can learn how to get alone with people. 
(a> StI"ongly agree Cb) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disag .... (e) StI'Ongly 
disagree 
18. '!hey don 't g1 ve you any anewers in the Center. 
(a) Stl'Ongl,. agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) r~.agree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
19. Being at the Center gives you an opportunity to work on your problems. 
<a) strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
20. the start at the Center doean tt have confidence in themselves. 
(a) Stl'Onglyagree (b) Agree (e) Unc'ecided (d) "C1sagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
21. The Center helpa a peraon to apeak openly and hone.t~ about himself. 
Ca) Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) D1aagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
22. I dontt 11ke the way they do thing. at the Center. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (0) Undecided (d) !A.aagree Ce} Strongly 
d1aagJ"M 
23. !he Center ia a aucceu. 
(a) strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) strongly 
disagree 
24. The patients in the Center an a .tine group ot people. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) rd. •• gree Ce) Strongly' 
disagree 
2S. In the Center you learn that you can be 11ke other people. 
(a) Strongly agree (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree Ce) Strongly 
diaagree 
26. The psychiatric sta.tt doesn't know enough about alcohol1cs to :reall7 be 
helpful. 
<a, Strongly' agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) Diaagree (e) Strongl7 
diaacree 
2't. ~e medical doctor. at the Center can hardly wait to 10 home. 
(a) StronalY all'" (b) Agree (e) Undecided (d) Disagree (e) Strongly 
disagree 
28. The aWl .. bera at the Center have 11 tUe personal. interest in the 
patienta. 
(a) Strongl7 agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) nlAcree (e) Strongly 
dieapree 
29. fhe statt at the Center think they- know it all. 
(a> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided (d) !l1sagree Ce) Strongly 
d1.aagroe 
)0. fhere ia a happy spirit at the Center. 
Ca> Strongly agree (b) Agree (c) Undecided Cd) Di.agNe (e) strongly 
disagree 
APrF1Wn VII 
PRE AND POST.TEST SCORES OF THIRD AND .FOURTH FLOOR PATlr-mS 
Tbird ncor ~,Floo! 
S Pre-'.l'eat Poat-'1'e8t S Pn-T .. t Poat-Te.t 
1 103 ll7 1 91 97 
2 87 96 2 107 U2 
3 90 99 3 9b 99 
h 97 101. 4 81 88 
S 108 U6 $ 1C7 no 
6 8S 95 6 82 89 
7 100 109 7 a9 94 e 83 95 8 94 91 
9 89· 98 9 86 93 
10 86 9? 10 ~ 91 
U 79 16 U 86 82 
12 91 102 12 8) 8, 
13 74 82 13 7" 8) 1L 89 91 l1a 103 99 
15 80 89 1$ 78 81 
16 93 laL 16 84 80 
11 96 94 17 100 100 18 lOb n6 18 98 101 
19 lOS 108 19 97 9'1 
20 9$ 103 20 89 88 
2l 91 9S 2l 94 102 22 106 lOS 22 80 90 
23 8S 87 23 87 95 
2b lO1 100 24 96 102 
25 8b 9S 2S ill U) 
MD • 6.76 In • 3.60 
Sxn· .903 ~. .722 
t • 7.48 t • ".98 
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